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PREFACE

WorkIng Papers, the resuit of research work in progress or the summary of a

conference, are often intended for later publication by the Institute or another

publisher, and are regarded by the Institute to be of immediate value for distribution

i limited numbers - mostly to specialists i the field.

The opinions contained in the papers are those of the participants and do flot

necessarily represent the views of the Institute and its Board of Directors.

Deirdre Collings is a research fellow at the Institute, and head of the Institute's

project on Lebanon.

MI1 Tansley is, a programme officer at the Institute with special interest i

Middle East affairs.
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FOREWORD

Ini May 1989, a delegation of twelve Lebanese Canadians, representative of the

various Lebanese communities, along with the director of the National Council on

Canada-Arab Relations, met with then Secretary of State Joe Clark to express with one

united voice their collective concern for the deteriorating situation in Lebanon. Partly

as a resuit of the interest expresseti by Mr. Clark, the Canadian Institute for International

Peace andi Security decided to undertake a major research project on the conflict.

This project was initiateti in August 1989 under the direction of Dr. Norma Salem,

a Research Fellow at the Institute. Unfortunately, Dr. Salem passed away suddenly in

1990. The project was flot abandoned however, andi was re-initiateti in August 1990.

Planning of the project involved long andi careful consultation with international

experts on Lebanon andi the Middtle East, in order to determine how to most

constructively address the myriad of difficulties facing Lebanon and the Lebanese. As a

result of these consultations, the Institute decideti to undertake four distinct but

interrelateti workshops, organizeti to reflect thc political, economic, social and human

aspects of the conflict, and to assess the impact of the domestic, regional and international

environment.

The workshops assembleti a carefully selected group of analysts (from Lebanon,

Canada, United States, France, United Kingdom, Jordan and Kuwait) whose task was to

work together to examine the issues andi to, think constructively about avenues for action.

Participants changeti from workshop to workshop (according to expertise), but all

workshops were interdisciplinary - participants includeti academics, political actors (past

andi present) andi opinion leaders wiUi different perspectives andi viewpoints.

This report summarizes Uic rcsults of this two-year long research endeavour.

The fir<t wnrkçhnn. Whv No Peace? Attenrnts to Settle the Confllct Since 1975



(September 1990), examined the reasons for failure of the various seulement attempts

since 1975, and also examined the current Ta'if process. The second workshop, War and

Reconstruction: Carrent Conditions and Future Needs (December 1990), analyzed the

major social and econoniic consequences of the war and explored various avenues for

constructive action. The third workshop, Peace for Lebanon? Obstacles, Challenges,

Prospects (June 1991), considered Lebanon in regional context, focussing on the past and

present impact of the Palestinians, Israel and Syria. The final seniinar (November 1991)

drew on the discussions of the flrst three workshops to examine The Lebanon of the

Future. I ail, seventy-two formai presentations were prepared for the project, and

participants engaged in over 120 hours of vigorous discussion.

Two public events were held in conjunction with the project. T'he flrst Lebanon:

Hope From Withln featured two prominent Lebanese humanitarians and was attended

by approximately 200 concerned Canadians. The second, The Lebanon of the Future, was

held in conjuniction with the final seminar and was attended by approximately 250

members of the interested public*.

Obviously, this report is unable to reflect fully the ricbness of the discussions and

debates. Not ail participants will agree with the entire contents of this summary, although

considerable effort was made to include the major points of consensus as well as some

of the dissenting views. As a general rule, only those comments made during formai

presentations are attributed.

* Analysis in this report generally focusses on events through the end of 1991.
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Our strugg!e is not for Lebanon's polity or economy, ît is for the
human being -- for social justice.

Monseigneur Grégoire Haddad
Ottawa, 27 September 1990

1 BACKGROUND TO THE WAR

On 12 April 1991, President Elias Hrawi proclaimed the "flrst y=a of peace" i

Le-banon, markcing what was hoped to be the end of a war that has ravaged the country

since 1975. Recent developments suggest that stability may be retumning to most of the

country, although the situation i South Lebanon is still critical. The consequences of the

war have been devastating. Gross indicators of the human, social, and economic

destruction include: over 150,000 dead, 700,000 wounded, 40,000 handicapped, one-third,

of the population displaced from their homes, disruption of livelihoods, accelerating rates

of emigration, destruction of educational and medical facilities as well as industrial

enterprises, severe impairment of basic services, billions of dollars ini property loss, and

a shattering of the once "nnraculous" Lebanese economy.'

Lebanon's violent eruption mnvolved a highly complex interplay of domestic, regional

and international factors. Attempts to explain the conflict often invoke simplifications that

obscure understanding of the underlying issues. Workshop participants were especially

dismayed at the lack of sophisticated analysis by the international media.

Television images that focussed on "newsworthy" levels of destruction portrayed an

entire society engaged i its own unravelling. Ihis focus, however, ignored the vast

majority of Lebanese - the unarmed civilians who did not partake i the violence, but

who were its silenced victims. 'he steadfast resistance of Lebanese civilians against the

domination of their society and state by armed groupings was rarely reported.



Print media also resorted to "shorthand" reporting, using generalized identity-group

labels to identify the protagonists: "Christians versus Musilinas" or "Maronites," "Shi'ites,"

and so on.2 Workshop participants called for greater subtlety ini this regard, decrying the

popuiar clichés used when describlng the conflict: "It is too simplistic to label all Arab

nationalists as Muslinis and ail Lebanese nationalists as Christians. Furthermore, the

so-cailed Maronite establishment is flot representative of the entire Maronite comnxunity;

there were Christian supporters of both the P&lestinian and National Movements, and

there was a definite class aspect to the erisis, which transcended the sectarian divide." As

Georges Corm stressed, there was a fantastic rivahry arnong competing groups withln the

so-cailed Christian block, and within the so-called Muslim block: "Quarrels within the

inovements have been much more intensive than the Christian-Muslim problem." There

also tended to be enormous dissent withi a sect, as attested by the prolific amount of

intra-sectarian flghting. Participants agreed that especially at the beginnn of the crisis,

there was iîot a strict lime of intersectarian division. After the violence erupted, however,

group identity becaine an increasingly divisive issue, principaily because of militia actions:

the warlords engaged ini considerable sectarian-based violence, compelling Lebanese

civilians to take refuge, both pyhlgcl and physically, in sectarian ghettos that were

"protected"' by same-sect militias. lu this way, millitia leaders appropriated the mantle of

legtinacy" through the appearance of popular support. 'Me international media reinforced

this perception by focussing on the vlews of authorized militia leaders, rather than giving

time to non-nillitia voices.

T'his report *111 give a brief overvlew of some of the prnia issues that inlmd

flic nation on the eve of 1975. These issues indlude domestkc disagreement over Lebanon's

ldentity and role in the rcgion; socloeconomlc imbalances; the political ste; and

pressures ipsdby regional players (ntaly the Palestiin and Israel).

2 Dubl qutatonmarks inict citations frein workshop discusions or words used ini an ironic

sense. In adto, these marks akert the eae to words or terms~ that have oftçn bepn abused in
disusson abutLebn. Markd terme indicate the need for subtie quaificatin that, for space

reasoflu, are iiot possible to repeat every turne.



Lebanon's- First Republie:- The 1943 National Pact and Différent Visions of Lebanon

Prior to Lebannn's proclamation of independence and the articulation of the

National Pact in 1943, parts of the political establishment held different visions of their

state. Certain elements of Lebanon's "Christian" population preferred the continuation of

the French Mandate because they believed that French colonial protection was still

needed vis-à-vis the large Muslini population of the region, and because they wished to

retain their relatively privileged status under the mandate. By 1943, however, most of

these Christians accepted the formalization of the Lebanese state, considering it a vehicle

by which they could guarantee their collective security and independence ini a

Muslim-dominated region. On the other hand, a large segment of the population - the

majority of Musllms as well as pro-independence Christians -- welcomed independence,

viewing it as a step toward Lebanon's integration into the region. The National Pact

managed to recondile +these two visions of Lebanon, but the pro-West versus pro-Arab

orientations continued to divide the Lebanese on the question of their country's regional

identity: "Is Lebanon Arab or flot?"

Some participants interpreted the National Pact as if it were a marriage built on

a "double divorce": " 'no' to close alliance and protection from France, and 'no' to merger

with a larger Arab entity. It outlined what policies were not to be followed without

indicating what policies were to be followed." Paul Salem argued that the pact's vagueness

was one of the primc reasons for the instability of Lebanon's foreign policy since

independence. Furthermore, regional events began to overtake the pact's foreign policy

provisions: 'The conflict between pro-French and pro-Arab orientations soon became

outdated with the collapse of French colonial power; this 1943 arrangement had nothing



ta say about the Arab-lsraeli conflict after 1948, the US-Soviet Cold War, or the various

inter-Arab Cold Wars."

lIn addition ta perceiving Lebanan's regional raie differentty, the Lebanese also

held divergent views of Lebanan's raison d'être. Chartes Rizk suggested that onc reason

for "Muslim" ailegiance to the ncw Lebanese state hinged on elevated political status,

which was mare acceptable than it had been under the French Mandate. The confessional

political system instituted powcr-sharing based on the demographic weight of each

confessianal cmuiy

Because of their enhanced status, many Mustims -- especiaily thc predomiziant

Sunn comunit -- saw national allegiauce ta Lebanon as a means of ensuring their

rights and political participation. As already mcntioned, thc conservative Christian

elmets pledged ailegiance ta, Lebanon for "security" reasons. These differing percetions

of the purpase of the Lebns state sharpened in the years leading up to the w. For

reasons that will be discussed later, the early war years found conservative Christian

protagonists, preoccupied with Uhe question of Lcbanon's sovereignty and security, whereas

"proresive prtagnist wee cncenedwith issues of political reform. In fact, ane of

Uic primary resn for thc failure of conflict-.scttlement attempts ini the early year stems

fromn Uhc iability of Lebanese elites to, agree on whether security or reform shudtake

puiority.

growth bencfitted nither ail Lebanesc nor ail of Lebanon. Participants discussed four

sources of socioeconamic disconteint: an absence of "social content" ini Lebanon's econonuc



successes (exacerbated by lack of government planning except during the administration

of President Fouad Shehab);5 the centralization of economic activities in the Greater

Beirut area ta the neglect of the regions; the economy's focus on trade and services; and

uneven development among and within Lebanon's communal groupings.

As Ahmed Sbaiti pointed out: 'nhe lack of social improvements was most manifest

i the public sector's stature and spending on social infrastructure - healtb, education, housing,

and sanitation. Even electricity and water reached rural areas only recently. 'Me govemmient

built infrastructure only ta the extent and where necessary ta support existing private economiùc

activities" 6 Certain services that should have been provided, or at least regulated, by the public

sector were controlled by private-sector enterprise. This meant that many essential services

were offered as consumer commodities ta be sold on the open nmarket.

The absence of publicly provided essential services was even more evident in the

rural areas outside of Beirut. As Hassan Charif reported: "One of the major imbalances

of prewar Lebanon was the predoniinance and primacy of Greater Beirut. In 1975, Beirut

accounted for more than haif of Lebanon's population, over two-thirds of economic

activity, two-thirds of overail employment, the entire state administration, ail of the

country's higher education, and 95 percent of its banking activity. "7

Centralization of activities created great regional imbalances within the countiy.8

SFollowing the 1958 civil war, President Shehab undertook a major programme of socio-
economic reforms.

6 This tendency continued even after 1975: between 1977 and 1987, the percentage of public
exnenditure on infrastructural development equalled 89 percent, whereas social service expenditures



Government policies restricted expenditures to building infrastructure sucb as

comnunications networks, trade routes, ports, airports, and warehouses. As both Atif

Kubursi and Charif noted, the government's bias towards the development of the trade

and services sector, centred ini Beirut, led 10 the de facto neglect of traditional subsistence

agriculture and sharecropping. Small rural farmers became bankrupt as cash-crop

agriculture -- bas>ed on more modemn techniques, and owned and managed by urban

dwellers -- expanded and Lebanon began increasingly to export its agricu1turaI goods. This

transformation of the rua n mi combination with the lack of alternative

employment and the underdeveloped social and physical infrastructure~ in the regions,

caused the relocation of thousands of sharecroppers and farming farnilies to the urban

slums around Beirut (the "Belt of Misery1) in the 1960s and 1970s: "By 1975, more than

40 percent of the Leaeerural pultion had left the countryside."9 Sbaiti osre

that Beirut's periphery became a festering ground of discontent, with residents prime

candidates for militia recruitment once hostilities broke out.

Charif considered the cocnrtion of life in Beirut one of the major factors

leadlng to the eruption of war i 1975: "Some analysts attribute the devastating destruction

of Beirut, 10 somne extent at least, 10 the revoit of the periphery aint the cnrand

to the reveuge of the displaced rural population aint their deep mier i Beiru and

aanttheir earlier agony and neglect in their original towns and villages." Kubursi

strssd tatLebanon's buas in favouw of trade and services cnrbted to both

inequitable distribution of income and rising unemployment. Others also noted the

ecoomý fere o povie eplornet qportunities for Lebauon's growing number of

well-educated youth.



lI addition, participants discussed the prevalent perception that Lebanon's econornic

imbalances were refkccted in uneven development among the country's communal

groupings (for example, the Maronites were perceived as the most affluent, the Shi'ites

the most impoverished). Corm rejected the accuracy of this perception, noting, for

example, the affluence of Shi'ite feudal landiords in the south. Participants agreed that

there were upper, nmiddle, and lower classes in each community, but that overail

socioeconomic indicators demonstrated inequities. Samir Khalaf attributed this uneven

development, in part, to different rates of exposure to modernizing forces (Maronite

exposure began in the seventeenth century, whereas Shiite modernization was a much

more recent phenomenon). Nevertheless, these intercommunal gaps were closing before

the war began. Noting the socioeconomic levelling effect of the war, Richard Norton

recommended reevaluating previous conceptions about sectarian and regional economic

inibalances in light of new realities.

Tue Consoclational System: Preservation, Reformn, or Deconfessionalization?

A major point of contention among the Lebanese concerned the "fairness" and

representativity of the confessionally based system. On the eve of the war, Lebanon's

leaders were divided: some (especially conservative Christian elements)10 were conimitted

to the preservation of the system and its confessional ratios for power-sharing; others

(traditional Muslim leaders ini particular) lobbied for reforni so that the ratios better

reflected demographic changes." Yet others - a "counterelite" composed of both Muslims

and Christians - called for the deconfessionalizatioli of the systeni, asserting their political

disaffection with sectarian quotas. As Hani Fanis noted: "Large segments of the population



were neither motivated nor feit represented by a confessional identity. While providing for

t'he poitical representation of each reigious community, the system does flot provide

representation for those Lebanese whose primary identification is flot confessional." This

issue of "security« versus "political participation" is the subject of heated debate. Whereas

some analysts see Lebanon's confessional systemn as a wonder of democratic representation,

others consider it the root of ail Lebanon's suffering - responsible for encouraging a weak

government, perpetuating sectarian identification, politics, and agendas rather than

encouraging national allegiance, 12 and rendering Lébanon ripe for external interference.

These different interpretations of Lebanon's political systema are related to the

larger sociological question of the "truc" social reality of Lebanon's population. As el-Solh

explained, some sec Lebanon as a "confederation of sects rather than a nation," and, as

such, the confessional systemn is the most democratic form for political participation.

Others consider Lebanon's political, obsession with its sects a historical fabrication and a

function of traditional. sectarian leaders' manipulation of identity ini order to hold onto

their respective power bases?1 This latter perspective is supported by the magnitude of

intrasectarian flghting throughout the war: more Lebanese were kiiled as a result of

intrasectarian rivalry than of intersectarian violence. In addition, as Corm argued, the

consociational view of Lebanon ignores the tremendous différences within each community:

"What do we mean when we use the term Maronite establishment, which speaks of a

monolith of unified opinion within a sect, and tells nothing of intrasectarian dissent?"

12 As Fanis stressed, because of Lebanon's internai political divisions many Lebanese factions made
foreign alliances in order to f urther their domestic agendas. And because of regional and international
polarization, these factions found willing foreign sponsors.

13 Participants agreed that manipulation of identity by sectarian leaders became particularly acute
during the war "Is it not true that the confessional and religious establishment backed the militias
early in the 1970s as a means to increase their own power base?" Most participants concurred that
many of the militias enjoyed a certain amount of popular support at the beginning of the war because
they were seen either as agents of change (for those unhappy with the systemn) or defenders of the
status qauo. But, as the militias established violent hegemonic control over the political and social life
of Lebanon, their popular support dissipated. As'ad Abukhalil pointed out, however, that in the sôuth,
almoet every Shi'ite identifies with either the Amal or Hizballah militias. He stressed that the domestic
reasons for the appeai of ihese group identifications should flot be ignored.



Participants agreed that whatever the "true" reality of Lebanese society, Lebanon's

rigid poltical organization contained the seeds of instability that contributed to the

outbreak of hostilities and the protraction of the confliet, namely, its sectarian quotas, its

inability to allow for peaceful change within the system,' 4 and its tendency to promote

identification with the sect rather than with the state. These factors, along with regional

inequalities inside the country and a weak governent, left Lebanon wide open to

factional exploitation by outside powers, and dragged it into the centre of various

regional conflicts. The high level of internai dissatisfaction, in combination with

historical links between Lebanon!s communal groups and outside powers, caused many

of the sectarian and political groupings to look for foreign sponsors to assist them in

their struggle with domestic groups. The resuit was a proliferation of sub-state foreign

policies that embroiled outside powers ini Lebanon's domestic turmoil, and entangled

Lebanon ini wider regional conflicts.

Regional Strains

Participants agreed that the weaknesses of Lebanon's internai political structures

made the country extremely vuinerable to externat influences. The Palestinians' impact

on Lebanon has been particularly acute because of the many refugee resident in the

country (currently estimated at four hundred thousand). As one participant remarked:

"Lebanon, one of the smallest Arab countries, received the largest number of Palestinian

refugees. Ibis great influx would have created difficulties for any state, but was especially

problematic for Lebanon because of its sectarian-based political system."'5

Ziad Halez noted that the 1975 crisis was preceded by the 1974 regional crisis

that resulted in Arab recognition of the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) as the

sole legitiniate representative of the Palestinians. At this time, PLO headquarters were in

14 in 1975, soin. of the. factions saw war as the. only way to change an uunfair" political systern that
could not accommodate change fromn within.

15 The, majority of Palestinian refugees in Lebanon are Sunni Muslimi and, as such, would have
upset the. "balance" of the Lebanese political systein had they been granted citizenship status.



Beirut and, by the eve of 1975, the large and increasingly militant Palestinian. presence

in Lebanon became a central issue dividing the Lebanese. Palestinian latitude of action

ini Lzbanon played directly into the debate of 1943: Lebanon's identity and role in the

region and the extent of its regional obligations. By the 1970s, however," this

previously ideological. debate assumed very real consequences as the PLO developed a

"state-within-a-state" ini Lebanon and Lebanese territory became an arena for Israeli

"retaliatoiy" raids.

Conservative Christian elements -- most notably those groups in the Lebanese

Front - considered Palestinian actions as a threat to Lebanon's security and

sovereignty. Other Lebanese - i particular those groups of the L.ebanese National

Movement (LNM) - aligned themselves with Palestinian organizations. The domestic

debate polarized and, as the regional situation turned increasingly volatile, every fedayeen

action from and Israeli reprisai onto Lebanese territory became confessionally exploited.

While not denying the domestic problems that contributed to the war, many

participants pointed out that external actors also played a major detrimental role right

from the stat16~

16 For example, one participant said that Suliemnan Frangieh was advised by conservative Arab

states to croate and finance Lebanese militias to fight the Palestinians: because the. Palestinians were

consiclcred to be the embodiment of Arab nationalisai, no Arab governaient could declare support for
Lebanese government actions against the Palestinians. But they could support the idea of Lebanese
groups fighting tihe Palestinians (because the. struggle would b. cast in popular terais).



Il ATIEMPTS AT CONFLICT RESOLUTION

Since 1975, there have been numerous initiatives aimed at settling the conflict.

These proposais have been launched by a multitude of internai actors as well as externat

"mediators" or "sponsors," including Syria, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, the United States, France,

and tic Holy Sec. The latest initiative was signed ini October 1989 ini Ta'if Saudi Arabia,

and, following an initiai increase in hostilities, has been somcwhat successful in allowing

for flic restabilization of large parts of Lebanon.

Participants analyzed the rcasons for failure of some of the principal attcmpts to

resolve thc conflict prior to Ta'if, including thc National Dialogue Coninittce (1976), Uic

Frangich Constitutional Document (1976), thc Arab League summits at Riyadh and Cairo

(1976), President Elias Sarkis' Fourteen Points for National Reconciliation (1980), thc

Isracli-sponsorcd May l7th Agreement (1983), Uic Geneva and Lausanne conférences

(1983 and 1984), and the Dainascus Tripartite Agreement (1985).

Many of Uiese proposais and "reconciliation meetings" attempted to dcai with Uic

underlying issues that had sparked thc fighting, as well as wiUi Uic complications that

occurrcd as Uic violence contmnued. These issues and complications included Lebanon's

regional identity and obligations; sovereignty and sccurity; domestic political and

socioecononiic reform; Uic regulation of relations wiUi powcrful regional actors (espccially

Syria and Isracl); and thc disbandmcnt of Uic militias. Some of Uic scttlemcnt attcmpts

tried to cncompass most of Uicse questions, but oUiers focussed only on certain issues to

Uic exclusion of Uic rest. The internai issue of "security versus reform" became enmcshcd

wiUi that of Lebanon's regional obligations. And as Uic number of internal Lebanese

actors incrcased so did Uic number of external "patrons." The wars ini Lebanon were being

fought not only over local issues, but also because of regional power struggles as Lebanon

became an arena for proxy warfare. Furthermore, as Lebanon's militia-imposed "war

systcm" consolidatcd, Lebanese powerbrokcrs developed a vcstcd interest ini prolonging thc

conflict. Violence perpetrated by the militias emphasized Uic nccd for rcform, but also



heightened sectarian consciousness. This contributed to the polarization of Lebanese

society, once again hindering efforts to resolve the conflict.

Faris suînmarized the discussion by noting that in ternis of Lebanon's internai

problenis, there have been three general approaches to conflict resolution. One approach

favours preservation of the status quo (Le., law and order), whereas a second course views

deconfessionalization of the system as a prerequisite to law and order. A third approach,

which recognizes that security and reform are inseparably linked, accepts limited reforni

within the context of the sectarian system, but looks to redefine power sharing axnong

Chnistians and Muslims.

Major Settlement Attempts Before Ta'if

1975 -- 1976

This period saw two major settiement attempts: the National Dialogue Coninittee

and flhc Frangieh Constitutional Document. The National Dialogue Comniittee, formed

at thec initiative of Syria following an extremely destructive round of flghting in 1975-76,

was composed of some prominent figures in the Lebanese establishment and political

arenas, as well as militia leaders and a few professionals. The committee faced the

probleni of having no clearly defined agenda and members who held completely différent

expectations. Accordinc, to Fanis, veteran Maronite politicians (Camille Chamoun, Pierre

Gemayel, and Raymond Eddé) demanded that the comniittee restore law and order and

postpone any real discussion of reforms, ail the while denying that a change was required

in Lebanon's constitutional arrangements. Kanial Joumblatt, who represented the Lebanese

National Movement (LNM), a broad coalition of Muslim and Christian Lebanese, called

for the complete deconfessionalization of the political systeni, and was convinced that

conflict seulement depended on prior internai reform.

The "Maronite" group believed that. any negotiations with the LNM to alter the

political system would not be in its favour unless it was able to end flic armed presence

of the PLO in Lebanon. Members of the LNM, on the other hand, wanted to exact



concessions from the Maronite politicians on long-standing demands for reform. It was

suggested that the LNM contingent underestimated the fears of the "ChristiaÈ" block about

security. Faris argued that the success of the committee was dependent on the prior ability

to resolve fundamental questions of identity, seculanization, and the distribution of power.

The committee, dubbed flhc "dialogue of the deaf? by one participant, ultimately failed

because its members were unable to agree on a minimum platform for change.

Participants discussed a long-standing problem that the committee highiighted -

the lack of representative leadership. For example, one participant stressed that the

"Christian" politicians were more representative of the status quo elite than of "Lebanese

Christians." Abukhafil noted a similar problem with thxe designated Shi'ite representatives,

who were severely out of touch with flic needs and realities of their own constituency. A

further obstacle to dialogue was the tremendous nivalry within flhe two main adversanial

blocks.' I addition, comniittee members were being asked to solve a cnisis that to a

large extent they themselves had created. Many comniittee members (Kamal Joumblatt,

Pierre Gemayel, and Camille Chamoun, for instance) were leaders of armed groups that

had chosen to setule their disagreements by violence rather than trying to resolve them

peacefully. Finally, a major divisive factor, and one that niirrored flic views of Lebanese

society, concerned the status of the Palestinian community and Palestinian armed groups.

'Me Frangieh Constitutional Document promoted limited reform of flic sectarian

system. It came about as a result of nxilitazy offensives ini January 1976 that pitted

Maronite militias and flie army against a militia alliance of flic LNM, Palestinians, and

Syrian irregulars (the Palestine Liberation Army [PLA] and Sa'iqa, both loyal to Syria).

Maronite leaders, terrified by this open alliance between the LNM and the PLO and

concerned about thec possibility of alienating Syria, decided to concede to some of the

LNM's demands for reform. In return they demanded guarantees ftom Syria that the

17 According to a former meniber of the LNM: "The Movement doomed itself because it neyer

sorted out its internai problenis ... it neyer sorted out whether il was truly secular or flot. For example,
they advocated a 'balanced' army -- but if this balance was to be among sects, then they were
sectarian.«



PLO would respect the ternis of the 1969 Cairo Agreement. With the knowledge of

Muslim and Christian leaders, Lebanese President Sulieman Frangieh and Syrian Foreign

Minister Abdul Ham Khaddam worked out a seventeen-point programme, which was

presented to the country on 14 February 1976. The plan was a compromise platform that

sought to, define a new partnership between Muslims and Christians by readjusting the

sectarian system of political representation.

The document called for, among other changes, the affirmation of the present

sectarian distribution of political posts, an equal distribution of parliamentary seats

between'Muslims, and Christians, the abolition of the distribution of government posts

on a confessional basis, and the decentralization of the civil service. As Fanis stated: "It

was rejected by Kainal Jounblatt, who sought the total secularization of the political

systemf ... [and later] by Bashir Gemayel who wanted to secure a position of unchallenged

hegemony for the Maronite community." Aithougli the document neyer became law, Faris

argued that it set the direction for a future compromise agreement. It is notable, however,

that the document addressed neither the external dimensions of the conflict non the role

of the Palestinians i Lebanon.

1976 -- 1982

There were two principal attempts to mediate the conflict during the period 1976

to 1982: the Arab League sumniits (at Riyadh and Cairo i 1976) and President Sarkis'

Fourteen Points for National Reconciliation (1980).

Although the Arab League's mediating role began fairly early in the war, it did

flot gain momentuni until Syria, Egypt, and the PLO seemingly reconciled their differences

concerning PLO latitude in L.ebanon. Syrian presence at the Riyadh and Cairo sumamits

reflected the tacit recognition by Egypt and the Arab League of Syria!s predominant role

i Lebanon. 'he decisions approved at the summits included an Arab guarantee of

Lebanons sovereignty, unity, and independence; the creation of an Arab Deterrent Force



(ADF), which was to assist the Lebanese government in reasserting its national authority;

a guarantee of the Cairo Accord and a recognition of the Palestinians' right to armed

struggle; the formation of a Committee of Four charged with the responsibility of assisting

President Sarkis to implement the withdrawal of armed personnel from L.ebanon; and the

return of public institutions to govermnent authority.

The implementation of the proposais was halted by a serious deterioration in

Lebanon's situation, naxnely, assassinations and ambushes as well as an increased

polarization of polîtical attitudes between the LNM and the Lebanese Forces. A

proliferation of both internai and external actors further confused the situation. The Arab

League failed to guarantee Lebanon's sovereignty, as Israel and its Lebanese allies

committed acts of aggression in the south, and the PLO fought with the Lebanese Army

and the ADF. Hafez argued that the increase i domestic violence i 1977 was directly

linked to regional elements, namely the Camp David peace process between Egypt and

Israel. Camp David ended the regional rapprochement between Syria and Egypt, greatly

exacerbating tensions inside Lebanon. In addition, the regional conflict between Syria and

Israel added to Lebanon's problems.

Following the 1978 invasion, Israel began its long occupation of South Lebanon

and thie cabinet of Prime Minister Salim el-Hoss resigned. The summits' proposais,

concentrated on flie external rather than the internai dimensions of Lebanon's problems.

T'he Higher Comm-ittee of the Arab League held additional meetings to discuss internai

and regional security dimensions of thec war, but was unable to facilitate implementation

of flic resolutions reached at the Riyadh and Cairo sumnuts.

In 1980, President Sarkis issued the Fourteen Points for National Reconciliation,

a platform that was to complement the Arab League's effort by fostering domestic

reconciliation. Among other measures, the plan called for the reestablishment of Lebanese

sovereignty, an equilibrated system. of power-sharing, close cooperation with Syria, support



for the Palestinian cause, and the implementation of UN Resolution 425.18 For a variety

of reasons, largely the continued polarization of players on the left and the right, this

programme failed to move the situation dloser to a settlement. The Fourteen Points

neglected to specify mechanisms that would advance the reforms they advocated. Nafhat

Nasr argued that qualified support from Syria and the PLO, as well as Israeli obstruction

in South Lebanon added to the stalemate.

Unlike many participants who found both domestic and external reasons for the

breakdown of peace settiements, Hafez believed that the failure of ail the peace plans

proposed between 1976 and 1982 could be traced exclusively to events in the Middle

East. He considered these proposais simply knee-jerk reactions to externat events rather

than serious plans. Most participants agreed that this period represented the consolidation

of the war system in Lebanon.

1982 -- 1989 (Pre-Taïif>

The Israeli invasion in June 1982 and the massacres at the Palestinian refugee

camps of Sabra and Shatila in August of that year marked a fundaniental turning point.

After 1982, the Israeli presence on the ground and the growing power of the militias

created tremendous upheaval inside Lebanon. Amal Shanima' described the change at

street level: "Before 1982, ihe dialogue was political and about the political system -- the

debate was between those who wanted to change the political system and those who

wanted to protect the status quo. But after 1982, the dialogue was less about the

protection or reform of the systemn, and more about the protection of various sects

Instead of representing political platfornis, leaders were now representmng sectarian groups.

The secular tone of reformist discussions was replaced with factional/mulitia concerns."

This period also witnessed an acceleration in the use of Lebanon as a battlefield for

foreign powers, the interests of those powers being reflected in Uic reform proposais.

18 Resolution 425 called for the complets withdrawal of Israeli forces from Lebanon and the

deploymnent of a UN force ini the south.



The May l7th Agreement was signed between the Lebanese and Israeli

goveriments in 1983 under the auspices of the US governient. Abukhalil explained that

it was intended to inwulate Lebanon from the Arab-Israeli conflict, that is, from the

Palestinian question and the state-to-state dimension of the conflict. It called for

cornmitments to Israel that would supersede ail other coinmitments to Lebanon's Arab

neighbours, and i particular to the Joint Defence Pact of the Arab League. Other articles

of the agreement banned armed Palestinian organizations, nuiified previous accords

between the Lebanese government and the PLO, and prohibited ail "hostile' propaganda.

This agreement did .aot end hostilities i Lebanon. By September 1983, intensive

flghting between the Druze Progressive Sociaiist Party (PSP) and the Lebanese Forces

broke out in the Shouf. The fighting spilled over into Beirut, and Anierican and MNF

positions camne under fire. The US Navy retaliated, sheiling Souq el Gharb. In October,

barracks of the US and MNF contingents were bombed.

Thie Geneva tplks of November 1983 were to focus on Lebanese internai

reconciliation, but centred exclusively on the need to nuilify the May l7th Agreement.

Gemayel was clearly tryiDg to accommodate ail viewpoints at the meeting in order to

prolong the Anierican military presence. Faced with a Shi'ite/Druze rebellion in

February 1984 against his rule in West Beirut, and evidence that the Americans were

going to leave anyway, Gemnayel flnally succumbed to pressure to cancel the agreement

in March 1984.

Participants contended that the abrogation of the May l7th Agreement reflected,

in part, the reassertion of Syrian authority by 1984. Ini addition, the agreement was totally

unacoeptable to a coaki*jerable number of Lebanese because it embodied the desires of

Israel, completely alier'ating Lebanon froin its Arab context.

In fact, it servcd to mobilize the Shi'ites and to crystallize support for the rising

Hizbailah movement. Some participants noted it was obvious that flot even Israel was



interested in adhering to the agreement - an Israeli letter dated the same day as the

agreement attached conditions that Lebanon found impossible to fulIl, such as the

withdrawal of Syrian troops and the restitution of the bodies of Israeli soldiers killed

in Syria.19

The second set of reconciliation meetings, the Lausanne talks, focussed on reforms,

and ini particular on the question of identity and the "Arabness" of Lebanon: the nature

of its heritage, its place ini the region, and the character of its political orientation with

respect to the Arab-Israeli conflict, and the importance of liberating South Lebanon from,

Israelî occupation. The taflks resulted in the formation of a government of National Unity,

which incorporated such militia leaders as Nabih Berri and Walid Joumblatt.

As in ail such dialogue, however, there was a gap between rhetoric and practice.

The Muslim and left-wing leaders, for example, preached deconfessionalization, but really

wanted to turn the system. to their advantage. They engaged in "sectarian killings" and the

creation of sectarian enclaves. In practice, these "secular" groups were as sectarian as the

Christians. The Phalange saw no contradiction between its professed respect for the Arab

nature of Lebanon and its maintenance of a military and political relationship with Israel.

With the withdrawal of American forces, the Lausanne conference reflected the nuilitary

ascendency of Syria, and the growing strength of the Shi'ite commumty. Gemayel's

governent however, maintained ties to thxe SLA and Israel. Notwithstanding the professed

concern for the situation in South Lebanon, both the Druze and the Shi'ites emerged

empty-handed from the negotiations.

lI February 1985, Christian Lebanese Forces clashed with thxe Druze PSP, and

with Palestinian and Shi'ite militias in Sidon. Later ini 1985, tensions between Amal and

thxe PSP erupted into prolonged and intermittent fighting, and regional tensions between

Yasser Arafat and Syria resulted in the "War of the Camps." The Amal-PSP fighting

flnaily ended with the intervention of Syria and the signing of the Damascus Tripartite

19Khatchig Babikian, «La crise libanaise de 1982 à 1989," prepared for ClIPS workshop.



Agreement in December 1985 by leaders of three Lebanese militias: Walid Joumblatt of

the PSP, Nabili Berri of Amal, and Elie Hobeiqa of the Lebanese Forces. The key

regional element of the accord referred to the "strategic complementarity of Syria and

Lebanon," which was intolerable to the Israelis and threatening to certain Lebanese

communities. The key proposals for internal reform called for a more equitable

distribution of political power and rapid deconfessionalization, proposais that proved too

radical for certain armed componients of the Lebanese Christian community. The accord

was annulled two weeks later when Samir Geagea ousted Hobeiqa as leader of the

Lebanese Forces.

It was noted that the Tripartite Agreement demonstrated the inconsistency of the

warring factions. On the one hand, the Maronite establishment believed that the

sovereignty of Lebanon was protected in the May l7th Agreement, but violated in the

Tripartite Agreement. Yet Muslim and leftist leaders, who traditionally opposed allowing

an outside power to as;sume any control of Lebanon, were clearly giving the upper hand

to Syria by endorsing the Tripartite Agreement. I fact, both agreements gave the

advantage to outside powers. Regional powers played a direct role in pressuring the

Lebanese to corne up witli agreements, and to a great extent formulated the content of

the accords.

Obstacles to Conflict Settlement:- Summary Obsepvations

An exaniination of the attempts at conflict resolution between 1975 and 1989 yields

a number of general observations about the failure of the various plans.

1. The international arena was not promising. The Cold War was at its height,

particularly after 1982, when the United States and Soviet Union were vying

for superpower dominance over the Middle East. Israel's invasion of Lebanon

ini 1982 further contributed to the difficulties in resolving the conflict. Workshop

participants recommended that ini future agreements, thic United Nations should

play a larger role.



2. Regional tensions - both inter-Arab and Arab-Israeli -- inhibited the resolution

of Lébanon's problems. Plans tended to oscillate between two extremes and to

reflect the power of the ascendant actor outside Lebanon. This was particularly

evident in the period 1982 to 1989. The May 17th Agreement represented the

Israeli option wbile the Tripartite Agreement was evidence of the Syrian option.

Corm stressed that the arbitrator of an agreement should be separate from the

parties to the agreement. He noted that in the past, actors, have been both

party to and judges of an agreement.

3. Issamn Naaxnan noted that the various reform plans always had to perform a

double function: to change the sectarian system and to end the war.

"Unfortunatel3', the requirements of stopping the war have always been the

pacesetter for internai reform"

4. As the conflict continued, the number of actors grew, making agreement on a

conimon denominator very difficuit.

5. While violence dramatically increased the need for reforin, it also heightened

sectarian consciousness, which negatively affected both the ability to implement

reforins and peace plans.

6. Actors who were involved in implementing settiements generally favoured either

security provisions or political refornis - but not both. This contributed to the

failure of the agreements since the two are integrally linked. Workshop

participants acknowledged that agreements favouring political reform, such as

secularization, could minimize regional influences.

7. Peace settiements were generally piecemeal rather than comprehensive, a

characteristic that contributed to their downfall.



8. lie question of Lebanon's identity within the region remained a confused

issue. The real question is how to define Lebanon's identity as an Arab state

as well as its role and obligations as an Arab state. This is even more

compelling in the aftermath of the 1991 Gulf War, because of the lack of

inter-Arab umty.

The Ta'if Accord: Lebanon's Second Republie

Oversiew

The Ta'if Accord was adopted by Lebanese deputies in TaIf Saudi Arabia,

22 October 1989, at the urging of the Arab L.eague. It must be viewed ini light of two

events: Lebanon's constitutional vacuum and General Michel Aoun's "War of Liberation."

When the mandate of President Amine Gemayel ended on 22 September 1988,

the Assembly failed to eleet a new president, a reflection of the power struggle between

the Lebanese Forces and Syria. The country reached a fever pitch as its people argued

over the election of a president (that is, whether the president has the right to appoint

bis successor or whether lie must convene Parliainent for presidential elections). This

polarization led to the existence of two governments: one appointed by President Gemayel

and led by General Aoun, Conixander-in-Chief of the Army; the other led by Salim el-

Hoss, the successor to Prime Minister Rashid Karam6Y20

General Aoun vowed to recover the sovereignty of the state, angering the militias

(who were bis flrst victims). Fierce flghting broke out between Aoun and Geagea of the

Lebanese Forces in February 1989. In March 1989, Aoun launched a "War of Liberation"

against the Syrian forces in Lebanon, leading to devastating levels of violence, possible

mainly because of his diplomatie and militaxy alliance with Iraq, Syria's sworn enemy.

Because he focussed on the presence of outside forces, Aoun also succeeded in drawing

2Karamé was assassinated in August 1987.



attention to Israel's occupation of South Lebanon. The internationalization of the problem

adthe growing violence prompted the Arab League to intervene.21 Naaman contended

that Arab alarm over the role of Iraq was critical in creating the external push for Ta'if:

-The agreement can be seen as an act of deterrence performed by the moderate Arab

states, with Syrias concurrence, aimed at checking Iraq's increasing influence." Expressing

concern, one participant noted that the Arab League Comniittee feit compelled to suspend

its activities temporafily, reasoning that Syrias conception of Lebanese sovereignty was

inconsistent with Lebanese independence.

Ini August 1990, after being pressured by various means (including the assassination

of an MP) into going to Saudi Arabia, the L-ebanese Parlianient officially adopted Ta'if s

constitutional aniendments, and the long process of implementation of the accord's

provisions began. First steps were taken to implement the provision calling for the

disbandment of the militias. In October 1990, Syrian and Lebanese Army unit2

defeated General Aoun, whio took refuge in the French embassy ini Beirut. In December,

a new government of National Reconciliation (which included most nilitia leaders or

their representatives ainong its thirty ministers), was formed under Prime Minister

Omar Karamé.

71,e Implementation of Taïf

What has allowed the Ta'if Accord to be implemented as far as it has been, given

the failure of past settlement attempts? Many conditions which hindered efforts at carlier

agreements had been remo'ied by thec time the Lebanese deputies met i Ta!if. Naaman

21 The May 1989 Casablar.ia Summit established a Tripartite Arab Committee, composed of the

chiefs of state of Saudi Arabia, Morocco, and Algeria, whose task was to create a comprehensive

solution to the Lebanese conflict. After establishing a ceasefire, the committee called upon the

Lebanese members of Parliament, who worked together ini September 1989 to finalize the draft

agreement devcloped by the Committee. According to Clovis Maksoud, the Arab League deliberately

chose to deny political power to the militia leaders by appointiflg representatives whose hands had not

been bloodied by the war. Upon officiai adoption of this agreement -- the Document of National

Understanding Lebanon - - in October 1989, the UN Security Council voiced unanimous support.

22 Those Lebanese Army units faithful to the government of President Hrawi.



observed that the most important condition had littie to do with Lebanon per se: "Only

when regional and international powers reconciled their differences did the Talif

agreement corne into being. Its conventional content could easily have been approved at

the start of the war haid not external interventions spoiled the political process.* Some

participants noted, however, that the accord deals with several issues other settlement

attempts neglected to address.

The international arena was much more amenable to a solution in 1989 than it

had been during the 1970s and 1980s. 'Me Cold War had finally ended, and with it the

USSR's collapse as a superpower. It was no longer able to supply guns and money to

Syria, a country that during the Gulf War was even befriended by its long-time enemy,

the United States. Maila argued that Syria's push for thec implementation of the Ta'if

Accord began after the August 1990 invasion of Kuwait. The United States, the dominant

power tbroughout the Middle East as a resuit of its role in the Gulf War, became more

forceful ini seeking a solution to problems in the region. It also decided that it was of

primary importance to reduce the volatility of Lebanon.

Regional circumstances favoured a general acquiesence to Syria's predominant role

i Lebanon. Domestic conditions were aiso favourable: the Lebanese were exhausted fromn

the war, and severe intrasectarian fighting among Geagea's militia and Aoun's army units

led to their eventual collapse as an opposition force.

'Me Tai Accord is a compromise agreement and it is vague enough to allow

people with different visions at least to stand on the same platform. It also provides a

balance between security and reform provisions, making it casier to reach agreement.

Ta If s Provisions

Ta'if focusses on both internai and external dimensions of the current situation.

The accord, or Document of National Understanding ini Lebanon, incorporates reform

proposais from a number of previous agreements.



e DQmestic Ref)lIl - Joseph Maila noted that Ta'ifs political Provisions -are in

fact little more than an extension of the 1943 National Pact along with some

niew institutioiîal arrangements. The key domestic provisions include a rebalancing

of the number of Christian and Muslim members in the National Assembly by

allowing for a one-time appointment of deputies; a reduction i the powers of

the president; the eventual abolition of sectarianism, with an immediate end to

communal distinctions i the civil service (except for high-level positions); and

balanced economic development, including regional development. As Maila

pointed out, the political reforms strengthen the legisiative brandi to the

detriment of ,lhe executive branch. Other reforms are planned in the areas of

electoral legislation, administrative decentralizatioli, the courts and special

jurisdictions, education, and information.

e Seuri andSoverignlI - The second part of Ta'if deals with security and

sovereignty, the termination of the war, and the disbandmeiit and disarmanient

of the nilitias. One year after the adoption of constitutional refornis, the

Lebanese goverrment was to have disbanded all militias and strengthened the

armed forces in order to extend the sovereignty of the Lebanese government over

its entire terrtory. The accord provides for the Syrians to assist the Lebanese

governnient i reestablishing its authority, and for Syrian troops to withdraw to

the Bekaa Valley in 1992, after which their presence in Lebanoii is to be

renegotiated.

e External Reltis - The third and fourth sections of the accord concern,

Lebanon's relations i the region. They clearly reject Israeli occupation Of

Lebanese territory by advocating the implementatioii of UN Resolution 425.

The accord also recognizes a "special relationship" between Syria and Lebanon

through the links of "family, history, and common fraternal interests." Syria will

undertake to avoid any action which might threaten Lebanon, while Lebanon

agrees flot to allow its territoiy to be used to threaten either its own security or



that of Syria. The document concludes that Lebanon and Syria should sign

bilateral agreements in %ail areas." This provision was implemented in 199 1, when

Lebanon signed a bilateral treaty with Syria - the Treaty of Brotherhood,

Cooperation and Coordination.

Thze Syrian-Lebanese Treaty of Brotherlzooi4 Cooperation and Coordinaton

The defeat of General Aoun, the formation of a new governinent, and the

reassertion of control of Lebanese territory were ail helpful in paving the way for the

Treaty of Brotherhood Cooperation and Coordination. It was signed in Damascus, 21

May 1991, by the presidents of Syria and Lebanon. Its purpose was to put into effect

the "privileged relations" afready in existence between the two countries as recognized in

the Taïif Accord. Maila suggested that the treaty is a framework intended to structure

relations for Lebanon and Syria in broad terras, and at the saine time, to outline methods

for cooperation in certain speciflc areas.

The preamble empbasizes the fraternity and identity of interests of Syria and

Lebanon. According to Maila, the Syrian leadership views "fraternal ties" as identical to

strategic ties. The treaty also catis for "the broadest possible cooperation and coordination"

i ail areas, and further states that Lebanese-Syrian cooperation will protect the national

security of both countries.

The flrst section of tJhe treaty cails for general cooperation, specificaily emphasizing

the fields of "politics, the economy, security, culture, and scientiflc cooperation." Economic

cooperation, the second section, encompasses the sectors of industry, agriculture,

commerce, transportation, communications, and customns, and includes plans for joint

projects and the "coorziination of plans for development." The third section repeats the

relevant parts of the Ta'if Accord on the undertacings of both Syria and Lebanon with

respect to each other* security. Section four provides for the redeployment of Syrian

troops i Lebanon but fails to mention any withdrawal. Lebanese and Syrian foreign

policy, enunciated in section five, is to be guided by three basic principles: the Arab



character of the two cc'intries and their membership in the United Nations, Arab League,

and the non-aligned movement; the "common interests and cominon destiny which the two

countries share"; and mutual support for each other's national security and interests. The

treaty states that both nations will coordinate their Arab and international policies to "the

füllest extent possible." Finally, the treaty provides for the creation of several institutions

such as the Supreme Council, a Follow-up and Coordination Coninittee, a General

Secretariat, and three coimmissions to coordinate foreign policy, economic and social

affairs, and defence and security.

Talf and the Treaty of Brotherhood: An Interim Assessment

Although Ta'if managed to forestali the constitutional crisis by enabling the election

of two presidents, it also provoked an intensification of the Lebanese political crisis.

General Aoun was flot alone i his objection to Ta'if: both Berri and Joumiblatt expressed

dissatisfaction, although they did support it as a stopgap, a general framework that could

later be improved. Participants pointed out that although Ta'if was designed to promote

internal peace, it initially resulted i further internal flghting. Salim Nasr concurred,

adding that from January to September 1990, some two thousand deaths resulted from the

violence. Following the fail of General Aoun and the relatively successful campaign to

disarm the militias however, it appears that the implementation of Ta'if has eliminatcd

flic serious possibility that L-ebanon would be divided into militia cantons.

There was a general consensus that flic Lebanese MPs who approvcd the accord

did not truly represent the Lebanese people since tliey had held their positions since

1972. Many participants questioned flic value of an agreement made by those flot fully

able to represent the people. Howevcr, Clovis Maksoud cxplained that although the

reprcscntativcness of flue MPs might bc in question, their legitimacy, which derives from

Parliamcnt's continuity and its international recognition as a state institution, was not. The

goal of Ta'if was to restore thc state, and unlike flic militia leaders, flic MPs had

maintaincd their allegiance to flic state even when it was completely marginalized. It was

also notcd that flic militia leaders had denicd political power to flic MPs by using the



gmm and that they in turfi should be denied power. el-Solh remarked, however, that the

MPs were flot insulated from the war system: "The process began with the assassination

of an MP. The remaining MPs understood this message, and it affected the outcome of

the agreement." I fact, most militia leaders were later appointed to the Government of

National Reconciliation, much to the dismnay of many workshop participants. Worse, the

entire process of "appointing" deputies to fil the vacant seats was seen as highly

undemocratic.

While no one thought Ta'if would resolve Lebanon's problems, some hoped it

would at least solve the most recent crisis and might be a stepping stone to conflict

resolution. The majority of participants viewed the accord positively from an econoic

angle, but expressed reservations about many of its political implications.

Some participants viewed Ta'if as a compromise document and said that it should

be regarded as the founding of the Second Republie: Ta'if is not the end solution, but

only the road to Lebanon's Third Republic. One participant noted that the implementation

of the accord testifles to an increased awareness on the part of Lebanese politicians; that

an ideal solution was impossible as long as war raged. His optimism stemmed from the

belief that the accord could be the basis of a new solidarity ainong the Lebanese, as well

as a rallying point for the international commumty. Other participants rejected Ta'if

primarily because it fails to address adequately most questions of reform, and ignores

other important issues including development, health care, the environment, and the

strengthening of the democratic system.

Maila and Corm were critical of the Taïif Accord for several reasons. They both

condemned its failure to guarantee the withdrawal of Israeli forces. Although Maila

conceded that Ta'if resolved the constitutional crisis, ini no way did it solve the political

crisis. Many leaders accepted it but did flot agree with it. Corm also deplored the lack

of essential reforîns: tacre are no provisions for the election of the president by the

people, nor guidelines for the redistribution of wealth through tax reform.



Some viewed the accord's political provisions as a simple renewal of the National

Pact "compromise" of 1943. Ta'if came close to mirroring the National Pact even on the

question of confessionalism, although the accord is. more specific in providing for eventual

deconfessionalization. Taïif also provides for the establishment of a Higher Coundil to

oversee the dissolution of the sectarian system - -a council that has flot yet been created.

One participant saw this flot as a deficiency in the -accord but i those who were

responsible for executing its provisions. There was general pessimism about the ability to

eventually eliminate sectarianism.

One participant noted that despite political reforms, the power of the Maronite

president will remain formidable because of the weakness of the party system. This

wealcness is tied to Lebanon's awkward electoral law: unlike Parliaments of modern

democracies, the Lebanese Chaniber of Deputies consists of a shaky, loose grouping of

competing members divided along parochial issues.

Most participants were pleased with reforms that reduced the number of electoral

districts from twenty-six (Caza) districts to five (Mohafazat). As Rizk detailed, the Caza

districts created under the 1953 electoral legislation had been generally uniconfessional,

tending to reinforce sectarian polltics. Michael Hudson noted, however, that the large

Mohafazat districts may have the disadvantage of reinforcing the power of the feudal

landowners. He, along with Joseph Moghaizel, proposed that a single-district proportional

representative system replace the current electoral system.

As noted above, Ta'if has been partially successful i allowing the Lebanese

government, backed by the newly reconstituted Lebanese Army2 and Syrian forces, to

reassert its authority ini large parts of the country. Beirut is free of militias for the first

trne since the war began, and some of the militias throughout thec country have been

disarrned: Amal, the PSP, the Lebanese Forces, and PLO groups loyal to Syria laid down

their weapons in April 1991. Pro-Arafat Fatah troops initially refused to accept these

23 The army was reorganized to include officers and soldiers fromn ail groups and confessions.



terms, but were routed by the Lebanese army in July 1991 near Sidon, with heavy

casualties. Three other groups have refused to disarm, namnely, the Iranian Revolutionary

Guard, the S"A and Hizballah.

With their country freed from the yoke of the warlords, many Lebanese expressed

guarded optimism. about the future, although they temained pessimistic about L-ebanon's

ability to withstand regional and domestic pressures and to develop sufficient internai

cohesion to uphold the peace. Feeling that the hegemnony of the miflitias, has merely been

replaced by that of Syria, some participants, in particular those who attended the public

sessions of the conference, were highly critical of Tai'f and the treaty, suggesting that the

new partnership with Syria compromises Lebanon's sovereignty. They expressed concern

over how the Lebanese government could assert its authority over the entire territory or

organize free elections. Others, fearing a complete loss of Lebanese sovereignty, remarked

that as long as the secarian systemn is ini place, Lebanon will be incapable of defending

itself against foreign intrusion. Still others believed that this alliance was the only option

for Lebanon at the tirne and that the Lebanese must simply learn to work within these

limitations for now. Several participants, whether for or against the agreements, recognized

that they were necessary products of the reality on the ground, merely codifying relations

that already existed between Syria and Lebanon. As one noted: 'Mhe treaty may even

serve to contain, regulate, or normalize relations with Syria."

Other participants raised the possibility that Syria, having secured a strategic

position i most of Lebanon, might loosen its tight embrace. Most, however, expressed

concern about the treaty's impact on Lebanon's sovereignty and independence, particularly

in light of the Syrian armed presence. As one participant observed: "So long as Lebanon

is still divided into a sectarian, composite structure, Syria can still play a dominating role."

Another participant reminded his colleagues that Syria had commnitted itself to an eventual



redeployment of troops to the Bekaa Valley, a hopeful sign that Lebanon would eventually

achieve a stable and lasting security.24

One participant pressed for the implementation of every single provision in Ta'if

arguing that to bypass less desirable provisions niight lead the various parties to suspend

other worthy clauses. As el-Hoss noted: "Whether you -lilce it or not, ail the provisions

must be implemented. If they are not, there will be a time when the Lebanese ask the

Syrians to withdraw to the Bekaa and the Syrians wiil say, 'Why? There are many other

items in the agreement that have flot been implemented. Why are these being ignored,

and yet you want to implement the provision for Syrian withdrawal?' " Some participants

recommended, therefore, that ail elements of the accord be implemented, with required

changes made 'through constitutional aniendments.

A number of participants, argued that the ternis laid out in both these agreements

are open to unterpretation. The important factor, then, becomes how the terrms are to be

implemented, which d<cpends flot only on Syrian intentions, but also on the regional

environment and Lebanese domestic cohesion. Ini November 1991, Corm noted

pessimistically that there had been no progress on the implementation of Ta'if s provisions

i the last few months. In particular, he cited a reinforcement of the sectarian systemn,

petty feuding i the collective "troika" leadership25, the lack of progress towards

democracy..."free and fair" elections, the lack of involvement of the Arab Tripartite

Committee i Lebanese affairs, and the relative absence of iternational aid, despite the

promise by the international community of the creation of a $2 billion fund for the

reconstruction of Lebanon.

24 Maila expressed reservations about the implementation of this provision, noting Ta'if's statement
that Syrian forces will be redeployed "after the adoption of constitutional reforms." Since the reforms

have already taken place and there has been no redeployment of Syrian troops, he speculated that
redeployinent ha: been pcstponed indefinitely.

25 President, prime ministcr, and speaker of the National Assembly.



one important omission in both Ta'if and the treaty concerns thxe status of thxe

Palestinians ini Lbanon: no provisions or policy directions are indicated.

Participants basically concurred that final judgment of Ta'if and the Treaty of

Brotherhood, Cooperation and Coordination must await fuit implementation, but, ini the

meantime, there are a number of issues that will require close monitoring.

" Syria's sincerity in dealing with Lebanon as a unifled state - As one participant

stated: "If, for example, the traditional Lebanese allies of Syria conmnit abuses,

will Syria act to restrain them?" Responding to this question, one participant

noted that Syria had been actively restraining its allies in Greater Beirut Others

stressed that the Lcebanese must ensure thxe continuation of this process: WThe

treaty ... should assist the reemergence of the state and all its agencies including

the Lebanese Police, Army, and Security Forces."

" The effeet of the treaty on Lebanon's traditional freedomns of expression sncb

as political freedoms and freedom of the press -- One participant pointed out

that freedom'of expression had becn severcly curtailed during the war because

of the domination of the militias and the cantonization of thc country. He hopcd

that the situation would now improve with thec disbandment of flic militias and

flhc reintegration of flhc country. Participants strcssed that frecdom of expression

will depcnd ini part on flic Lebanese themselves: "It is up to the Lebanese to try

to exercise this freedom of expression, and then to wait and sec the results.

Abukhalil rcjected this scenario, remarkmng that Syria has "muzzled public opinion

i Lebanon. Neye r during the past sixteen years bas Lebanon been controlled as

tightly as it is today. For this reason, one has to bc very careful when analyzing

thc current public opinion of the Lebanese." Yousscf Takla obscrved that

although in practice freedom haci been compromised by tic militias, freedoms



were and are written in law?26 It was noted, however, that the 1 September 1991

Pact of Defense and Security between Syria and Lebanon bas a provision that

"bans any activity or organization in ail militaxy, security, political, and

Information fields that might endanger and cause threats to the other country."

Corm. stated that Lebanese newspapers display a considerable amount of self-

imposed censorship.

e WiIJ Lebanon be able to move dloser to a truly democratic process? -

Participants wondered whether Lebanon would move beyond the traditional

poitical system, which, most agreed, did flot embody a truly democratic process,

and in what way the treaty would affect this issue. As el-Hoss stated: "Although

we had plenty of freedoms in Lebanon, we did flot have a real democracy in

pragmatic terrns.... Democracy means equal opportunity, but there can be no

equal opportunity under a sectarian-based political system.... Also, there was no

accountability within the leadership - the sanie leaders presided throughout

various crises in Lebanon, no matter what happened.... One cannot imagine a

true democracy permitting the kind of national crisis that Lebanon has endured,

because something would have happened within the democratic process to change

things: a referendum would have been held, or the cabinet would have been

changed, or Parliament would have been dissolved." One participant found it

highly ironic that the undemocratic ("even anti-democratic") Syrian government

had been given the task of "constructing democracy ini Lebanon."

e Will Ta'lf and the treaty help to insulate Lebanon from the impact of external

events and conflicts? -- Maila raised conceris, about the regional ramifications

of the treaty, since it cails for a judiciai association of Lebanon's foreign policy

with that of Syria. As a resuit, Israel may consider the treaty a threat, using it

as a pretext to continue its occupation of South Lebanon, and maybe even as a

26 Moghaizel noted that there are also laws which require prior authorization by the authorities

for publication of any new newspaz'ers or for other forms of publication (communiqués, bulletins
etc.), and that these are applited in a "draconian" manner.



cawu belli. Ini addition, Syrian antipathy toward other Arab states may mean

renewed turmoil within Lebanon. Yet as el-Hoss remarked: "A funny thing

happened ini Lebanon as a consequence of the Gulf War -- nothing." Lebanon

had usuallyexperienced adverse repercussions from. regional events, whether the

latter were positive or negative. In this case, many credited Ta'if with helping to

insulate Lebanon from. regional events. The recent escalation of Israeli incursions,

however, is certainly cause for alarm.

e Lebanon's ability to be an equal partner in these treaties -- Participants were

disturbed that, aithougli the Arab Tripartite Committee had played a key role

in the Ta'if process, it had more or less disappeared from the scene, leaving

Syria in sole control. For example, Maila noted Ta'if s provision that the

Tripartite Committee could assist in the Syrian-Lebanese negotiations over the

status of Syrian troops in Lebanon. has been dropped in the treaty.



111 LEBANON IN REGIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL CONTEXT

The Reglonal Environment

Lebanon's vulnerability to regional influences has contributed substantially to the

complexity and intractability of the war. Participants discussed Lebanon's past and present

relations with the three most prommnent regional players - the Palestinians, Israel, and

Syria - who have vied for ascendancy inside Lebanon at different times.27 'Me Taïif

Accord, which has facilitated a relative restabilization i large parts of Lebanon,

acquiesces to Syrian predoniinance for the time being. Participants concurred that the

recent Gulf War, the largest Western nuilitary operation i Middle Eastern history,

seriously altered and divided the region. Most agreed that the sheer magnitude of the

Gulf crisis will continue to effect substantial changes i the region, changes that will flot

be fulfly evident for a nuniber of years.

7Tue Pal stinians

Overview -- Palestinian activism in Lebanon has fluctuated over time. Before 1967, it was

expressed through the various Lebanese pan-Arab movements. After the 1967 regional

war, and the 1969 Cairo Accord, the Palestinians began to develop a "state-within-a-

state," a situation accelerated when the PLO moved its infrastructure to Beirut following

its expulsion from Jordan during the 1970 "Black September" incident, and the failure of

the Lebanese government to protect Palestinian refugee camps from Israeli raids.

Ini becoming the political centre of the Palestinian people, LePbanon reaped

economic benefits, but suffered both political and social disruptions. Internally, Palestinian

activism prompted clashes with the Lebanese Army;, their movement becanie the political

27 Iran ulso wields considerable influence in Lebanon, but the Iranian government has pledged to
withdraw its ton to fifteen hundred Revolutionary Guards stationed in the Bekaa Valley. Iran's current
deire to inprovc relations with the West mnay moderato its tendency to interfere in Lebanon's affairs.
The reles of American ýaostages is perhaps indicative of this new approach.



(and later niilitary) ally of Lebanese "opposition" groupings. Externally, Palestinian

resistance directed at Israel prompted Israeli 'retaliation" raids that caused great disruption

to both thc Palestinian and Lebanese populations rcsiding in south Lebanon. With the

1982 onslaught that rcsulted ini massive destruction in West Beirut and Israeli occupation

of large parts of Lebanon, the PLO evacuated its headquarters and flghtcrs from the

country. Events in the mid-1980s, howcver, lead to, a renewed Palestinian military

presence. Hostilities between large sections of the Palestinian movement and Syria resulted

ini Palestinian rapprochement with former Lebanese focs and battles with former Lebanese

By the end of the 1980s, most Lebanese perceived the Palestinians as relatively

neutral, and they even served as mediators between Lebanese intrasectarian combatants2

Although implementation of the Ta'if Accord bas resulted in thc dismantling of most of

thc Palestinian military presence i Lebanon, the large resident population remains.

Role and Objectives - 'Me Palestinian presence i Lebanon has been marked by varying

degrees of political and military activism, as well as by shifting alliances with Lebanese

substate groupigs. In addition, it flgured significantly i Lebanon's bloody entanglement

i the Arab-Israeli conflict.

Rex Brynen pointed out the difficulty of characterizing a Palestinian position

towards Palestinian-Lebanese relations because of the movement's factionalization and

the frequent shifts i policy and alliances. Nonetheless, he identifled thrce core Palestinian

concerns: armed struggle against Israel; security of the Palestinian population in Lebanon;

and preservation or promotion of political influence.



e Armed struggie against Israel - Historically, a central concern has been the

right of the Palestinians ta pursue armed struggle against Israel froma Lebanese

territory. Lebanon became an important base after the expulsion of, the PLO

from Jordan in 1970-71 and the closure of Syria's Golan Heights to guerrilla

activity. With the PLO's graduai acceptance of more limited territorial objectives

(that is, the West Bank and Gaza) and a corresponding shift from military ta

political-diplomatic methods, the righit to armed struggle decreased in significance

for the mainstream PLO groups.

*Security of the Palestinian population in Lebanon - Another concern is the

security of the Palestinian infrastructure and population in Lebanon. Internally,

the Palestiniani population bas faced threats from certain Lebanese actors who

were often acting in concert with foreign powers. Externally, they have faced

constant danger from Israeli attacks - air-raids, artillery and naval bombings,

commando raids and ground assaults - and from covert activities by the SLA.

Syria also threatened the PLO and Palestinian community from time to time, for

exaniple, during the Syrian intervention in 1976, the "War of the Camps" from

1985 ta 1987 and most recently in 1988, when Syria backed the Fatah rebels ini

Beirut. These threats caused the PLO ta believe that a sufficient armed presence

ini Lebanon was essential. A non-military "security" issue higli on the Palestinian

agenda is the question of their civil rights in Lebanon, for example, the problem

of labour discrimination?3

e Preservation/proniotion of political influence - This objective is seen as a means

of safeguarding the Palestinian community from bath externai and internai

threats. Brynen acknowledged that in some cases this interest "lias been sustained

by a desire ta reshape Lebanese politics, cither by promoting revolutionary

<>Rosemary Sayigh detailed somne of the. pressing socioeconoulic problems confronting Palestinians
in Lebanon, including displacenient and hoznelessness, employmeflt restrictions, unemploymnit,
declilie in living standard!, and inadequate educational and health services.



change ... or by advancîng the foreign policy agenda of an Arab sponsor." PLO

influence in Lebanon grew considerably during the 1970s, when it became a

particularly popular (and useful) ally of the LNM. Its military and diplomatic

influence sufféred a serious blow, however, following the Israeli invasion of 1982

and the subsequent Fatah rebellion of 1983, which resulted ini the eviction of

mainstream Fatah forces from the Bekaa Valley and Tripoli.

Perspective - According to Brynen, Palestinian activities in Lebanon have presented,

major challenges to both Lebanese sovereignty and security. Cails for the reassertion of

Lebanese sovereignty over the Palestinian community and armed presence have frequently

corne from the "Maronite right," and later from the Shi'ite Amal militia. During the 1950s

and 1960s, certain Maronite politicians were hostile to the pan-Arab orientation of the

Palestinian community, a hostility augmented by the emergence of the Palestinian

nationalist movement in the late 1960s, which was perceived as a new threat. Increasing

levels of Palestinian "resistance" against Israel resulted i Israeli counterattacks, inside

Lebanon, the. most devastating of which occurred in 1978 and 1982.

To Lebanese opposition groups, the PLO was a useful political ally, but by the

1980s the close tics began to fade. This was due to two factors: the human and economic

cost imposed on the. Lbanese as a resuit of Israeli retaliation against Palestinian military

and political activities in Lebanon; and Lebanese resentment of the Palestinians' growing

power in Lebanon. By 1985, the Palestinian refugee camps were under siege by their

former Lebanese allies -- the. Amal militia - who were backed by Syria during the "War

of the Camps."

Although most parties officially support the liberation of Palestine through armed

struggle, they do flot currently advocate it. Brynen argued that the rnajority of Lebanese

political actors apee '.n a broad sense on the need to, reduce PLO involvement and

influence within Lebanon and to reassert some degree of state authority over the

PPt4ninn nres.ence. Concrete action was taken when the. Lebanese Arrnv was deuloved



the government on 4 July 1991. This accord confirins PILO agreement to dismantie its

power base in Sidon and ship its heavy arins abroad.

Despite the reduction of the Palestinian armed presence, some four hundred

thousand Palestinians remain, most of whom probably would flot or could flot move to

a Palestinian state, if and when one is created. There -were varying views expressed on

the potential of a Palestinian state to absorb all Palestinians flot currently living in the

Occupied Territories. As Don Peretz stated: 'Even the most optimnistic estimates (which

assume generous international assistance] place the economic absorptive capacity of a

Palestinian state at one million additional Palestinians ... meaning that hundreds of

thousands of Palestinians would remain outside the state, probably in Lebanon."31 Sayigh

raised an additional prublem: "The likelihood that Palestinians from Lebanon will be able

to resettle in an eventual state in the West Bank are minimal. One of the main obstacles

will be that the Israells will Iikely insist on strict limits - perhaps zero immnigration -- as

part of the deal." She added that most of the Palestinian refugees ini Lebanon do flot

originate from the West Bank or Gaza, but rather corne from the Galilee and coastal

regions32Even with the creation of a Palestinian state, therefore, a very large number of

Palestinians will remain in Lebanon.

Both Sayigh and Charif noted that one of the problems of South Lebanon is related

to the three hundred thousand Palestinians who live there - at least half this number in

camps. As Sayigh explained, they are considered "aliens" with no legal entitlement to work.

Another participant commented: 'These [Palestinians] are potential bombs. Their plight

needs to be urgently addressed by the Lebanese governinent. The govemnment can no

31 Kubursi, drawing on his work for the UN, said that with a $600- million -a- year investment,
the West Bank and Gaza coulci sustain 2.5 million Palestinians.

32 One participant suggested that these Palestinians would rather remain in Lebanon than resettie
ini the, territories occupied in 1967.



longer avoid this situation by saying, 'If's flot our problem.' It is a problem, and one that

is faced every day by the residents ini the south.'e3

Most participants agreed that the Palestinians deserve the right to a decent life

and that both short and long-terni socioeconomic strategies must be developed. The

ramifications of the continued Palestînian presencé in Lebanon are legion, since their

political integration would affect the balance of power within the country, and their

econornic integration could well be detrimental to native Lebanese. Nevertheless, this

problem. must be addressed before it becomes a source of renewed strife. Furthermore,

the PLO leadership should begin to think beyond the creation of a Palestinian state, and

to formulate a plan of action to deal with ail Palestinians. While such a view may run

counter to the current Palestînian bargaining position, it is a pragmatic necessity.

On an optimistic note, Corm pointed out Lebanon's accrual of substantial economic

benefits from the Palestinian presence prior to 19823 "If there is peace -- if there is a

Palestinian state -- there will be the capacity ini the region for the Palestinians to prosper.

The percentage of population to square kilometres in the Middle East is still far lower

than that of Southeast Asia. If there were a better distribution of wealth in the region and

less spending on armaments, there would not be a major economic problem."

One participant suggested sharing some of the money currently directed towards

maintaining the Palestinians ini the West Bank and Gaza with other Palestînian

communities. Another commented that the international conununity bears responsibility

for the plight of the Palestinians in Lebanon, and should be cailed upon to help.

what they perceived as a strong hatred of
e. . a ,i koI,.I ai,. f1kot ýn'tu1A awan1

33A number of participants
v -1 - --



The Palestinian situation, in Lebanon (as weII as the question of peace in Lebanon

and the region) is intimately linked with the resolution of the Palestinian problem as a

whole. The Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE) was suggested 'as

a possible "peace-making" model. This kind -of framework would recognize the

interrelatedness of ail dimensions of the conflict and the need to deal with them on a

linked basis. Ini addition it would avoid trying to address ail aspects of the problem,

simultaneously -- economidc, humanitarian, and security - while avoiding the incrementalist

approach of which many Arabs are suspicious.

Israel

Overview - Israeli intervention in Lebanon has taken many fornis, from the financial

and xnilitary backing of various Lebanese subgroupse to mulitary bombardmnt and

occupation. Israel's military interventions have been linked to its desire to control and

deter Palestinian activism, its regional hostility with Syria and its desire to influence

developments ini Lebanon.

I 1968, Israel attacked the Beirut airport in "retaliation" for a Palestinian attack

i Athens, an action that demonstrated Israel's intent to counter Palestinian operations

world-wide through aggressive retaliation i Lebanon.

By the 1970s, Israeli incursions into Lebanon caused significant casualties and

dispiacements, both Pa!estinian and Lebanese, in South Lebanon. In 1978, the flrst large-

scale invasion to destroy Palestinian commando bases resulted in Israeli occupation of the

south up to the Litand River. International pressure forced Israel to withdraw, but it

maintained an active presence i a self-declared "security zone" along the border 3

35 In addition to creuting the SLA, Israel has provided support to various Lebanese militias
including the Phalange, the TEgers, and most recently Geagea's Lebanese Forces in its confrontation
with General Aoun (1989 90).

'ý This zone was placed uinder the command of an Israeli-controlled proxy militia, which later
becamne the SLA.



Foilowing this invasion, the United Nations Security Council adopted two resolutions:

Resolution 425 and Resolution 426, which deflned the role of the United Nations Interim

Force i Lebanon (UNIFIL).

Ini 1982, Israel initiated a devastating invasion, "Peace for Galilce," which went al

the way to Beirut in an attempt to eradicate the PLO's military and political infrastructure

in Lebanon. Although this invasion pulled Syria into the fray, Israel's overwhelming

military inight resulted in the evacuation of PLO forces from Beirut and a (short-lived)

treaty between the newly elected Lebanese government of Amine Gemayel and Israel. A

nmbner of factors, including the intensity of Lebanese resistance to the Israeli presence,

caused Israel to withdraw in stages between 1982 and 1985. Israel refused to relinquish

its presence along the Lebanese border, however, expanding and consolidating its "security

zone," and placing it under the control of the SI-A.

To date, Israel lias shown no willingness to comply with Resolution.425, although

this issue is to be the focus of Israeli-Lebanese bilateral talks during the post-Gulf

War peace process. In the interim, the Hizballah inilitia (as well as some Palestinian

elements) continues resistance attacks i the zone. Likewise, Israel continues to
"iretaliate" against targets in Lebanon. Attacks and raids in the south increased dramaticaily

in the winter of 1992, following the Israeli assassination of the Hizballah leader, Sayyid

'Abbas al-Musawi.

Role and Objectives - Participants discussed four main reasons for Israel's involvement

i Lebanon: designs on territory and resources; border security; regional strategy; and

ideology.

and resources -- Peretz cited a number of occurrences that

is on Lebanese water resources. Ini 1919, the Zionist leader

ppealed to the Supreme Allied Council at the Paris Peace

ide the Utani River and its headwaters within Palestine,

the Litani, Palestine could flot be economicaily independent,



whcreas the river "was of littie use to the well-watered Lebanon."37 When the

tripartite3 '8 attack was being planned against Egypt in 1956, an Israedi

representative suggested that Israel's border be extended to the Litani. During

the 1982 invasion of Lebanon, one of the first things the Israelis did was to seize

the plans for one of the two water nctworks in the south. Currently, there are

those withln the Israeli political leadership who stili promote Israeli designs on

the litani.

hsrael needs additional water resources because of the centrality of water to its

economy and because its water use exceeds its internai capacity by a significant

margin. Ibuis need is bound to increase, especially in light of the great influx of

Soviet Jews into the country andi the substantial increase in the salinity of Isal's

current water resources. Participants noted that the Litani is particularly attractive

since its waters are 10w i salinity. One participant drew attention to the

publication of an article by the Israe1i Ministry of Watcr i May 1991 outlining

the watcr crisis i Israel, andi suggesting that thc resources of the occiipicd,

territories are vital to thc security of the Israeli water supply.

Icetelss, therp <tocs not yet appear to be tangible evdneof ag-cl

watcr exrcin from Uic Litani. Engineering for water pipes bas been

undertaken and some ditches have been du&, but no pipes aculylaid. Reports

of Isracli truckn of water across the border have been cofrebut Uic



suggested that the Lebanese goverrment commission a fuil-scale investigative

report to present to the United Nations: "What has been reported to the UN has

been rather piecerneal to date, and it is difficuit for the international community

to focus on this problemn without more adequate facts."

Other participants noted a general acceptance (especially i the United States)

that Lebanon will be forced to share its water resources. Onie participant urged

the Lebanese totranscend their paranoia about Israeli designs and to exploit the

Israeli interest i the UÀtani economically and politically: "Use it as a bargaining

chip."' Most participants, however, argued that the Litani, an entirely Lebanese

river, lias no excess water to yield to Israel, especially if South L-ebanon and the

Western Bekaa are to be developed. Moreover, "the Lebanese fear that Israel,

becuseof its own strategic development requirements, will lay claims to

Lebanese water irrespective of Lebanon's needs."

I addition to resource requirements, several participants observed that Israel's

occupation of Lebanon seemed t> fit within the seheme of "Greater Israel"

advcatd b cetai setor wihinthe Israeli political ladcpe. Peretz

that ignore the great diversity of opinion within laraci. Norton cmntcnded that it

ks probably incorrect to concelve of Israeli pollcy i the south as based on

incemnta ad muhofit hasbeen a mitk."It is unikl that Israel

woul atemp to nne Soth Lbann: 17hee ae mjordeterrents to sudi

exeein-v io ost of suc vnurs in trso apwr Israeli public



e Border security - A primary Israeli security objective has been to prevent

incursions across its northern border by Arab nationaiist and later Palestinian

guerrilla factions based in South Lebanon. Mfer the 1967 war, this issue becane

particularly pressing. Israeli strategy becaine one of "retaliatory" and "preemptive"

strilces at Palestinian and Lebanese targets in Lebanon.

In 1976, when Palestinian fedayeen temporarily moved north to fight around

Beirut, Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin initiated a "pacification" programme

for South Lebanon, the "Good Feuce" policy. Ibhis prgam included

humanitarian relief for Lebanese residents of southern villages (wbich called for

employing "safe" Lebanese in Israel), expulsion of all non-Lebanese military

forces, and the establishment of a pro-Israeli south Lebanese militia under the

comimand of Sa'd Haddad to help keep out the fedaywLn Armed, clothed, fed,

and trained by thec Israelis, the militia's function was to alert Israel to the

presence of hostile elements.

Israel contends that its contiflued occupation of South L#Ibanon is esseiitial to

its own border security, hence its refusai to comply with Rçsolutioii 425.

Accrdig to el-Woss, however, Israel bas subverted several attempts by Lebanese

troops to secure the area.

strategec reltosi with Syrla. 'Me two regional rivais cavdout zones of

infuene n Lbann:Israel lu the south and $yrla in the nothad eait. The

1976 "Red Line" udrtnigbtenIrean yi(rordb the United



the region, which also involved relations with Egypt, Syria, Jordan, and the

Palestinians. Ibis design included the annexation of the Golan Heights in 1981,

further integration of the West Bank and Gaza, the elimination of the PLO as

a military and political factor, and promotion of the "Jordan is Palestine" solution

to the Palestinian problem.

Ini Lebanon, Israeli Defence Minister Ariel Sharon's plan was to advance on

Beirut, completely destroy PLO operations, force Syria out, and place Bashir

Gemayel, the leader of the Lebanese Front, in charge of the government". 3

Although the 1982 invasion proved disastrous for the Israeli government, Sharon

persisted in pursuing part of his original plan through an Israeli-Lebanese peace

treaty that was concluded on 17 May 1983, but aborted shortly thereafter.

Broadly spealcing, the operation entailed "converting Lebanon into a quasi-

satellite under Israeli military control." I this regard, Israel's regional strategy

failed largely because of the combined resistance of both Lebanese players and

Syria.

Ideology -- Some participants suggested certain ideological reasons for Israeli

involvement ini Lebanon. Ibis argument posits that the Israelis viewed the

différent communal groupings of the Middle East as discrete and cohesive

"nations," some of which could be cultivated as useful allies (thereby weakening

the opposition of pan-Arab nationalists to the Jewish state). For example, Israel

attemoted to align itself with leaders inside the Christian Maronite community,



Lebanese society: "Somehow [the Israelis thought that] as soon as they entered

Lebanon, al Maronites and Christianis would rally to their support, as would the

ShVites .... To the Israelis' surprise, after a short luil, the Sbi'itcs becanie their

major opponents and the Maronites divided witli many çompletely opposing

collusion with Israei." It was not until after the experience of 1982 that the

Israelis realized their knowledge of Lebanon was insufficient and outdated.

Perspective - Some participants considered it unlikely that Israel would doa nything more

that Syria's undisputed influence i Lehanon niay pusb Israel to aflempt to destabilize the

fragile peace that is einerging ini most of the country: "Israel now periceives Lebanon

through the optic of a Syrian security threat, a prective that coulê lead to lIraeli

insistence on rcmaining in the south until Syria icaves Lebanon."4'

Because the Israeli occupto of Uhc south is considered one of the miain obstacles

to consolidating the peace i L-ebanon, participants discussed at length Uie prospects for

Israell witlidrawal (i accordance with Resolution 425). Norton argued that it would be

hihyunlikely for Israel tê wtda, because of three Israeli perceptions the Lebanese

Army is Syindominated {see disuso of regional srategy, abo>ve); the security zone

works; and UNML is completcly ineffective and cannot gantee thie protection of

lsrael's northcrn border.

The SeuiyZone--Nro bevdtath euiyzn' ucshscnicd



bas coinmitted itself to the principle of the implementation of Resolution 425 and the

restoration of Lebanese sovereignty, but pragmatically the sense is that Israeli policy

is working and there is very littie prospect for changing that situation ini the near

or mid-term."

Norton also pointed out that maintenance of the zone is flot so pamnful for Israel

because its proxy, the S"A absorbs most of the "damnage" from resistance attacks: "The

Israelis have learned from their past experience in Lebanon.... They have significantly

decreased the exposure of the Israeli soldiers and they have significantly improved the

quality of the SLA... It is a situation where the SLA soldiers have traded their lives for

Israei security." Israel managed to effect this arrangement because of a web of financial

incentives offered to SLA members. As a resuit, Israeli soldiers are rarely the victims of

attacks in the zone. In fact, according to Norton, the general Israeli public no longer even

thinks of Israel as occupying Lebanon: "From the standpoint of the Israeli public, Israel

left Lebanon in 1985. What remains is a kind of technical detail." It is unlikely, therefore,

that there will be much mobilization of Israeli public pressure to relinquish the zone.

On a brighter note, Norton described the zone as a somewhat permeable area,

with Lebanese travelling back and forth. Except for the principal leaders of the SLA,

militia members would probably be capable of reintegration into a normal life in the

south should the zone be dismantled. Somewhat less optimistically, Charif noted the

integration of the zone with the Israeli cconomy and systeM.42He argued that if Israel

were to withdraw, many of these activities would need to be reconsidered.



relevant stance given thec stated reasons for the Gulf War and the rejuvenation of the

United Nations. Jonab noted, however, that despite the issue of "double standards," the

United Nations was not in a position to force Israeli compliance. I addition, insisting on

compliance at this time may compromise the delicate spirit of the Madrid process.

Participants realistically acknowledged, however, -that implementation of 425 will

be held hostage to the Israeli-Syrian dialogue. Norton pointed out that the Syrian-

Lebanese treaty has oîily complicated the intractability of the Israeli position: "An

informed Israeli source told me that the treaty will probably result i an increase of

active Israeli presence in Lebanon rather than a dedline."

One priiat stressed that the Israelis have set their own stnad for pnsuring

the security of their northern border, namely, a strong central Lebanese governnt that

is not subject to Syrian hegemony and a guarantee that the Lebanese army is stronger

than any other militia i the country, including the Palestinians. And it is the Jsraelis

themselves who will decide whte these conditions have been met.

el-ossempasiedthe inentonal communiWys responsibilty for impleetn

425: 'Mhe non-ipeentation of 425 is a failure of international legitmc andth UN

sse.It isalso afailure of bg-power potics. [Reouin n425 was pasdby the

Securlty Coni hrenyears ago but was neyer implemented.... bupi mnttion does

not depend onceann Rallier, Leb>anon lias a large claim over the Uniited States mnd

creibiityto ete boh Tiens'and 'foes' alilce from mignup ebes



UNIFIL - Jonah described the continued presence of UNIFIL as a demnonstration, at

toast symbolically, of the United Nations' conunitment to the preservation of Lcbanon's

sovereignty: "I 1978, the UN thought that UNIFIL would only remain in Lebanon for
one year. Since then, there have been many pressures to withdraw UNI, but the

Secretaxy General has worked very hard to maintain this presence - flot because UNIFIL
will solve Lcbanon's problenis, but because its- removal would create a terrible,
destabilizing vacuum."

Because Israel defends its refusai to relinquish the security zone by invoking
concerns about border security, participants discussed possibilities for the reinvigoration
and expansion of UNIFIL Some participants saw the United Nations' renewed profile
as a possible impetus for reconsidering UNIFIL as one of several parallel tracks to be

pursued in a comprehensive peace plan for the region.

Although agreeing that UNIFIL should be revived and renovated, Norton was

somnewhat pessimistic: "Historically, decisions have been made that have had the
cumulative effect of rendering UNIFIL a much less effective force than it might have
been. For example, there are forces deployed in UNIFIL acting on national instructions

that they are not, under any circunistances, to fire their weapons. This is a certain
impediment when one is on a security mission.... Basically, what can be donc with UNIFIL
is only at the margins."



Noting that Washington is unlikely to pursue actively the question of reviving

UNIFIL, one participant proposed that the contributing forces take the lead:

Agitation by the contributing countries to UNIFIL could be effective. At
one time there was a proposai. for contributing countries to meet to devclop
ways i which their mandate could be expanded or better implemcnted.
Sccurity Coundil members other than the United -States could be persuaded
to take a more active interest in the implementation of 425, which could
create a momentum that would be wclcomed ini Washington.

I order to engage the international community's intercst, howcver, the Lebanese

government must be able to demonstrate that it is scriously addrcssing some of the

problcms i the south, including the involvement of Palestinian residents ini the society,

economy, and juridical system of Lebanon.

Afrer Madrid? - In light of the current peace initiative, Tuéni cautioned that thc

Lebanese as well as the Arab states should be aware of the change in Israel's regional

strategy. Israel considers its future security more in terms of economic development than

i tcrms of territory: "Isracl is preparing for regional peace, but a peace of economic and

technological domination. When they look to thc twenty-first century, they sec scicntists.

Arab governmcnts are flot prcpared for peacc; their socicties have been gearcd to war.

When peace comes, these regimes will face coups d'états." Salem also raised the threat

of Isracl's future economic dominance i the region: "If ail the barriers are brought down,

Lebanon may lose its advantage i services and products that it currently cnjoys in the

Gulf and other parts of the Arab world."

Syria



In 1976, Lebanese Christian militias invited Syrian intervention to, help them in

their struggle with the LNM and the PLO. Syria retained its presence throughout the

Greater Beirut area from 1976 to 1978, when confrontation with its former L.ebanese

alies caused it to withdraw. Syria remained in West Beirut until the Israeli invasion of

1982, returning in 1987, and re-entered East Beirut in 1990 after the defeat of General

Aoun. Throughout the conflict, Syria bas pursued shifting strategic alliances with numierous

Lebanese substate groUPS.43

Syria bas also exercised considerable influence during a number of the attempts

to settle the conflict in Lebanon. For example, its urging of the Lebanese to accpt a

constitutional reform document (1976); its backing of the Lausanne Conference (1984);

its sponsorship of the Tripartite Agreement (1985); its support for the Ta'if Accord

(1989); and ils current efforts to support the Lebanese goverinent in the implementation

of the accord's provisions. The Iatest developments in officiai bilateral relations are the

Syrian-Lebanese Treaty of Brotherhood, Cooperation and Coordination, signed in May

1991, and the Joint Defence Pact, signed in September 1991.

Role and Objectives - Participants discussed three principal "explanations" for Syria's

role in Lebanon: "expansionist" designs; geopolitical strategy and regional stability; and
"raison du régime."



ail part of an external plot." Participants agreed that these anti-Syrian groupings

seem to forget that they extended the initial invitation for Syrian intervention in

Lebanon. As Najib Saliba noted:

Syria did flot rush into Lebanon, but rather tried to reconcile the

Lebanese flrst by drafting the 15 February 1976 document for

reconciliatiori. Ihis peace proposai, however, was rejected by both

the Lebanese right and left. The Syrians, then sent in the Palestine

Uberation Army, which is under Syrian command but is not a

Syrian Army. 'When the PLA failed to stop the fighting, Syrian

forces flnally exttered Lebanon on 1 June 1976. Also, we must

remember that Syria was invited into Lebanon more than once.

Were these invtations because of Syrian designs or because various

Lebanese factions desired an externat power to assist them witb

their internai, power struggles? And if it were not for the Syrians

today, the Lebanese would still be fighting each other.

Although participants agreed on Lebanese responsibility for inviting Syrian troops

into Lebanon, most said that this does not excuse the Syrian government from

its share of responsibility for the destruction of Lebanon, from thec bombardment

of camps and resiçiential areas to assassinations of "unfriendly" Lebanese political

figures.

e Geopolitical strategy and regional stability - Proponents of this view think that

Syrian policy in Lebanon is driven by Syria's regional and strategic interests,

specifically the Arab-Israeli conflict and Syria's political ambitions within the

Arab world.



Participants acknowledged that Syria often intervened in, Lebanon to uphold the

status quo, that is, to act as the "balancer" in the various power struggles

between right and left-wing forces (la-ghalib wa la-maghloub; no victor, no

vanquished). Some linked this motive to Syria's fear of Israeli interference in

Lebanon. For example, Syria intervened iii 1976 on behaif of the "Maronite"

forces because it suspected Israel would flot tolerate a leftist (LNM and PLO)

victory in Lebanon. This strategy partly explains Syria's shifting alliances aniong

the many Lebanese players throughout the conflict.

Ini a discussion on inter-Arab rivalry, Corm pointed out that Syria is flot an oit-

rich country. When other Arab states became more powerful through oil-wealth,

Syria had to find alternative ways to redress the balance. One strategy was to

attempt to control the PLO: "Syrian objectives in Lebanon, especially ini 1975-

76, were flot aimed at the control of Lebanon, but at the control of the

Palestinian resistance movement in order to increase Syrian regional importance."

Ihis participant maintained that the increase in Syria's regional power and

influence since the early 1970s has been largely achieved through its intervention

ini Lebanon.

0 "Raison du régime" -- Advocates of this view think Syrian policy is driven by

the interests of the undemocratic minority government (President Hafez al-

Asad's Alawite-dominated regime). The Syrian goverment, therefore, would



policy in Lebanon bas been very fluid. Furthermore, Asad is flot an idealogue, but a

tactician; he bas demonstrated that he is capable of changing approaches and policies

based on bis reading of international and regional balances of power."

Whatever Asad's ultimate goals, the Syrians used Lebanese sectarianism to, fuill

advantage, doggedly making inroads into every conununity. Most participants agreed that

overafl, Lebanese attitudes to Syria have flot been constant. It is flot unconuxon for a

Lebanese grouping to have cooperated strategically with Syria at one point, only to

engage later in anti-Syrian battles (for example, the Phalange).

Perspective -- Most participants agreed on Syria's historic achievement i Lebanon; after

sixteen years of war, the Lebanese have developed a grudging consensus that peace and

long-terni stability in Lebanon cannot be acbieved witbout Syria. This acknowledgement

bas filtered tbrough even to those groups which are higbly critical of Syria and its

interference in Lebanon. As Abukhalil pointed out, even the Phalange and the Lebanese

Forces had to acquiesce to Syrian preemninence because of a combination of factors: the

Syrian "victory" in the Gulf, the defeat of their potential ally (Iraq), their shared desire

to defeat General Aoun, and Israel's reticence to become entangled yet again in

Lebanon!s doznestic affairs.

Syria currently enjoys a certain nicasure of support in almost every communal

grouping in Lebanon. The Maronites are divided: the camp led by Fresident Hrawi and

Suliemnan Frangieh relies strategically on Syria, but there is a strong pro-Aounist

opposition.'5 Ibis latter group rejects Syrian influence but bas no viable strategic ally to

support its protest. Within the Sunni community, there is a staunchly pro-Syrian wing led

3w Di4irné Minictr Omfir Karamé. although there is also a pro-Saudi current (symbolized



considerable Shi'ite following.46 The Druze are primarily aligned with Syria, although they

maintain important ties with the Druze comnxunity in Israel. The Greek Orthodox have

a pro-Syrian wing, the Syrian Social Nationalist Party, as well as pro-US and pro-French

orientations.

Participants supported the contention that '"good relations with Syria are axiomatic,"

but these close and responsible relations must be built on the basis of Lebanese strength

and sovereignty. There was considerable discussion on whether the current bilateral

agreements embodied, or could yield, enhanced Lebanese strength. Lebanon's current

official relationship with Syria is "based on particular internaI and external conditions that

could change and hence render the relationship unstable."

The most important internal. condition for Syrian ascendancy in Lebanon was the

bloody inflghting among traditional Christian right-wing opponents (that is, Aoun and

Geagea), permiùtting Syria to play powerbroker and increasing its influence accordingly.

Salem cautioned: "Large sections of the Christian community viewed the Syrian entry as

a conquest and are likely to tiy and shalce off the Syrian alliance when the opportunity

presents itself." Other participants conflrmed that despite initial euphoria about the

ceasefire, there is growing discontent with the heavy Syrian presence. As Khalaf observed:

"One can sec thc beginnings of reaction of an occupied people: griping about Syrian

chcckpoints, about the flow of trafflc in one direction [to Damascus], about the

dependence of the Lebanese leaders on Syria."

the Syrian govcrnment



The externat condition that facilitated Syrian ascendancy 'vas its turnabout in policy

towards the West. As Hisham Melhemn observed, Syria joined the American-led coalition

against Iraq for a number of reasons: the changes in East-West relations, the greatly

diminished importance of the Soviet Union ini the Middle East (formerly Syria's number-

one backer and supplier), the fall of dictators in Eastern Europe, the severity of Syria's

internai economic situation, and the conclusion of the Iran-Iraq 'var (in which Syria had

sided witb Iran)>.4 Many participants questioned the durability of the American-Syrian

partnership: although it appears that Syria is playing lby Western rules now, not ail were

convne the transformation is permanent.

Participants ackno*ledged that Lebanon's new closeness with Syria may be

challenged -- perhaps violently -- by either internai Lebanese resistance or by changes

on the regional and international level.

Finally, there was general agreement tliat the Lebanese bear partiçular

responsblt for sbaping future relations with Syiia. Salem argued that, as a flrst step,

the Lebanese must understand Syrian security fears and try to add eir Tb "is is not

done ... bmerelypgn éltytoSyria; it is d buildig trongLebn army

in otrlo its territory and lby playing a roie that pr4omotes both Lbnse eurity and

Syinsecurity, flot a role hostile ta Syria.... [Thbrough] Lebanese strengt and

loeegnty ... we will build the foum4ations for a strong andsin fredhp" Ieated

to this first step is the need for a stoggovernnlent: "Syria dosnot 'vant a wcak

Lebanese governiment. To date 've have been grovelling. The Lebanese must be more

Lebns in or4er to pursue a stal alliance with Syria." Particpat agreed that



The International Environment After the Gulf Wan. US policy

The Cold War between the USSR and the United States often served to exacerbate
the conflicts in Lebanon, as regional surrogate wars were fought on Lebanese soil.

Participants thought that the end of global superpower competition contributed

substantiaily to the successful negotiation of the Taïif Accord. The Gulf War flrrnly

established the United States as the preeniinent power flot only in the Gulf region but

throughout the Middle East.

Michael Varga eutlined the thrce principles underpinning US policy toward
Lebanon: support for Lebanon's sovereignty and territorial integrity; support for the

withdrawal of ail non-Lebanese forces; and support for the dissolution of armed militias.

The United States views thec Ta'if Acodas a good franicwork for moving toward the

acheveentof these goals anid for building legitiniate anid credible institutions. Whilc it

doci not consider Taïif the flial blueprint for Lebazion, it contends that ail of the

accord's provisions must be fuily implementcd prior to any anicndments. The United

States also cxpects Syria to support the spirit of thc accord, and wiil closcly monitor
Syrian ahrnetth rnilso zao' needc and soverciginy. Varga

mentonedthat the implementation of Reslton 425 will require thc security conccrns
of bohLbnnad Isr to be ure The Uited States considers the Iranian-

backd Hzbalah iliia t bea mjor bstclein tis egad.



[n response to Varga's presentation, Hudson remarked that the current US position

on Resolution 425 is somewhat curious, because it considers Israeli incursions against

Lebanon to be on par with attacks against Israel and its proxies inside the security zone:

wlhis negleets thxe whole point of 425 ... that Israel is an occupying force." Other

participants pointed out that acts of resistance against an occupying force are permissible

under international law.

Participants said that the non-implementation of Resolution 425, when considered

ini light of the Gulf War, indicates an international "double standard." Following Iraq's

invasion of Kuwait, the United Nations applied international law "with the greatest

harshness and irnmediacy" by deploying troops to the Gulf to uphold UN Resolution 678.

Israel, on flic other band, bas neyer been "compelled" to obey international law with

respect to its occupation of South Lebanon, flic West Bank, Gaza, and thxe Golan

Heights. It also was alleged that flic international conxzunity tacitly accepts Israel's

"reprisaI right" against the civilian Lebanese and Palestinian populations in Lebanon.4

International support for flic action against Iraq was justified in part by flie idea

of a "new world order." Although this concept remained fuzzy, optinmists thought it meant

a reinvigorated role for flhc United Nations and a new process of international conflict

management and resolution based on flhc principles of international law and order.<>

Theoretically, the Unitcý.d States bas flic power to implement Resolution 425 by force, but

48... continued)
tonnes of hashish (15 percent of world production). Participants contended that Lebanon's share in

the drug trade is part of an international cartel, and is protected by non-Lebanese actors currently

allieci with the United States . As such, the trade is beyond the control of the Lebanese government.

Furthermore, the Lebanese farmers who produce the contrabaiid crops will require an economic

alternative if they are to cease production.

49 Israeli incursions into Lebanon are estimated to have caused some twenty-five thousand deaths,
~ <~f 14tA1i victims froni Palestinian attacks since 1968 does not exceed two



this will neyer happen in practice because there are too, many constraints. The alternative

avenue for conflict seulement, therefore, is diplomacy.

Hudson suggested that because Anierican hegemony is firmly established, the

United States should be ini a position to organize, together with Israel and Syria, a

regional solution for Lebanon. Participants doubt-ed, however, that the United States

would be able to transform its postwar gains into effective conflict-resolving diplomacy

because it lacks a comprehensive vision for achieving peace ini thc Middle East. At the

risk of being overly pessimistic, one participant coinmented: "After Uic Gulf War, the

US administration had an opportunity to construct a grand design for Middle East peace,

which was equal ini dimension to Uic level of action in the Gulf. And they failed. Instead,

thcy collapsed into Uic same kind of incrementalist, stcp-by-step approach that has

condcnined American policy in Uic Middle East for more Uian a decade."5' American

ambivalence was evident in recent actions: as Uic Secretary of State arranged a peace

conference, thc Sccrctary of Defense negotiated ncw arms sales.

Participants recognized the vigorous efforts of Uic US administration to convene

an international peace conference on Uic Middle East. Although most were skeptical

about Uic outcome, at least one participant bclieved that the regional dimensions of

Lebanon's conflict can be settled only by such a conférence. île Lebanese-Israeli tallcs

conductcd through the Madrid process are to focus on the conditions for Israeli

withdrawal and the full iniplementation of Resolution 425. Salem noted, however, that

Uic peace process initiated ini Madrid is one of negotiation and compromise: "Will it be

possible to achieve oui sovereignty in this way? Is there a flaw in Uic process?" Tuéni

cautioned that Lebanon's interests may be sacriflced to Uic intercsts of Uic regional



out vigorously if the talks comproniised Lebanon's sovereignty ini any way. Participants

pointed out the dangers of the international conference: if it does flot lead to peace, it

will probably lead to war. Lebanon would likely become embroiled ini a regional war for

two reasons: a war between Israel and Syria would clearly involve Lebanon; and failure

to achieve peace will encourage extremist elements to challenge regimes throughout the

Middle East. Ibe unresolved situation ini South Lebanon provides a fertile environent

for such extremism to flourish.

Finally, Corm observed that a question of particular relevance for Lebanon is

whether the United States will push for democracy in the Middle East. Participants noted

with dismay thc lack of progress on this front in postwar Kuwait. Varga said the United

States was hopeful that the Lebanese would soon be able to choose their political

leadership through free and fair elections. Participants wondered what action, if any, the

United States would take, noting that despite both UN and US endorsement of Ta'if,

there has been no follow-up international presence ini Lebanon and no planning for

internationally supervised elections.



IV WAR AND RECONSTRUCTION. CURRENT CONDITIONS AND FUTURE NEEDS

The Pre-War Lebanese Economy

Prior to the outbreak of civil war in 1975, the tebanese economy was characterized

by financial stability, a strong private sector, and a predominance of service secton
including banking and finance, tourism and trade. The govemnment pursued policies that
attracted foreign capital, encouragcd domestic investment, and fostered Beirut as a strong

banking and commercial centre. Ini addition, the goverrnent favoured an extremely liberal

free-market system and rarely intervened in the economy except to maintain orderly

market conditions. Kubursi claimed that the success of the economy was partly due to a

young, dynamic population that had invested heavily in education and infrastructure.

The government's '"hands off' policy, together with Lebanon's central location,

cncouraged the development of the country's importance i the region. Lebanon's

economic success was furthered by a number of regional factors including the enhanced

importance of Beirut Port after the events of 1948?- the influx of Arab capital and

trained professionals during the 1960s because of Lebanon's relatively more open and

stable envirornent; the demand for Lebanon's services from the oil-rich, but service-



poor, Gulf countries;' the decision by major multinational and international flrms to

locate their regional Ieadquarters in Beirut. In addition, Lebanon reaped substantial

economic benefits from the Palestinian presence, especially after 1970.

The War Years: 1975-1990

Lebanon's economic problems were mitigatcd, at flrst, by the beginning of a

manufacturing boom and by external factors, most notably remittances from Lebanese

expatriates." Initially tie government was fortunate: it was stili in a position to collect

customn revenues and to benefit from tic thriving Palestinian economny ini Lebanon. As

thc war dragged on, however, rernittances began to decline, help fromn other states dried

up, Uic Palestinian economy was driven away (with PLO relocation to Tunis following tic

1982 tsraei invasion), foreign reserves dwindlcd, and instability cncouraged the flight of

both capital and human resources.-" As the "wvar systcm" consolidated, the militias

effectively appropriated moist sources of goverrnent revenue, contributing to a mounting

defloit and rapid inflation. 'Me gross domestic product (GDP) decrcascd steadily.

Estimates place the destruction of infrastructure at over 50 percent of the country's total

productive capacity. The high emigration level of professionals meant that the remaining

workforce was less skiled with littie opportunity to become skild. As thc govcrnment

became increasingly paralyzed, public services ail but ceased to exist, with Uic gaps being

'ý The Gulf countries had flot yet developed their infrastructure, health, educational, or human

resources. Lebanon, with its well-developed literacy rates, as weIl as entrepreneurial and professional

tnlents- becarne the Gulf states' service centre for transportation, education, health, banking,



fllled by profit-seeking militias and non-profit humanitarian organizations (local and

international). By 1985, Lebanon's economy was devastated.5

Milta Domination and the Paralel Economy

The militias' military domination of Lebanese politics and society during the war
yielded great monetary rewards and resulted in the creation of a "parallel economay.'58

Militia coffers were filled initially by looting private properties, the Port of Beirut, and
various banks.Y5 As their control increased, the militias turned to other sources of income,
including rents for properties they ffprotected,'a taxes (estimated at approximately $500
million per year for a total of $7.5 billion over fifteen years), speculation on the Lebanese
pound and banc embezzlement (totalling $2 to $3 billion), the drug trade, smuggling, toxic
waste, and piracy (ahl totalling approximately $500 million per year), along with weapons
seized fromn the Lebaiiese army (approximately $500 to $700 million). In addition to
contributing to the enormous personal wealth of militia leaders, these assets were used
to pay their fighters, to build a huge civilian infrastructure, to finance media outlets, and
to invest extensively inside the Lebanese economy (for example, in bancing and industry).
The militias also received money and armaments fromn outside powers, estimated to equal
$15 to $20 billion over the fifteen years.



Corm estimated that total inilitia income (including armaments and supplies) from

both foreign and domestic sources camne to approximately $30 to $40 billion. With control

of at least one-third of Lebanol's national income, they could influence state policy

considerably.

The econoinic effect of militia domination has been the impoverishuient of both

state and people. Indeed, many Lebanese becaine dependent upon the militias for the

provision of basic services such as water, electricity, and telecommluflicatiols, as well as

social aid and even salaries. The militias in effect became the collecting agencies for

Most available revenue, thereby taking this money away from the governinent. In order

to compensate, the go-ieriment was forced to borrow and print money, a situation that

led to increasing budget deficits and rising inflation.

The militias also contributed substantially to the forced internai displacement of

large numbers of Lebanese fromn their region of origin to unisectarian enclaves. Kubursi

argued that these enclaves served to furtber fragment an already segmented market

systemn especially following the Israeli occupation. The southern security zone developed

into a captive market for Israeli products and a source of cheap labour and fresh water,

whereas the Bekaa Valley and the north became more tied to Syria. Similarly, the

"Christian enclave" separated even more fromn the rest of Lebanon, while Palestinian

groups dispersed into yet smaller subdivisions. One result was an increase ini transaction

costs of exchange and production and the compromise of efficient production units.6

Economic Indicators



Saidi estimated losses from the war at approximately $45 billion (this figure includes

,actual losses plus opportunities forgone).

Samir Makdisi explained that between 1975 and 1982, the overali balance of

payments was generally in surplus and movements of the exchange rate were moderate.

The rate of inflation, however, was high - about -18 percent. The government faced a

growing public deficit resulting from its inability to collect taxes and its lack of proper

control over public expenditure. According to Makdisi, the budgetary deficit rose from

28 percent of total government expenditure in 1978 to 80 percent ini 1982. Deficits were

primarily financed by borrowing ftom the Central Bank, thus increasing the money supply,

raising inflation, increasing the cost of government operation, and further raising the

deficit.

After 1982, the financial performance of the economy took a downward turn.

Makdisi argued that the two principal causes were a continued rapid, uncontrolled growth

ini the government deficit and pessimism about Lebanon's political future because of the

war. The public debt octually decreased in 1983 to 65 percent as a percentage of total

government expenditure because of an increase in tax receipts. By 1984, however, the

deficit rose to 82 percent and in 1988 it stood at 89 to 90 percent. Kubursi noted th'at

interest payments are now larger than government revenues from normal sources. Fear

of worsening financial conditions induced the transfer of deposits abroad or their

conversion from Lebanese pounds into foreign currency, leading to a depreciation of the

Lebanese pound and higher consumer prices. The rate of inflation rose to 18 percent in

1984 and continued to accelerate rapidly: 64 percent in 1985, 104 percent the next year,

and 403 percent in 1987. At the same time, the pound depreciated from an average of



seuliement of transactions ini US dollars or the use of the dollar as the unit of account

when effecting payment in Lebanese pounds.63

Approaches to Economie Reconstruction

During the course of discussions, participants expressed a variety of opinions on

the shape of Uic future Lebanese economny. Théodore Arcand argued ini favour of a

laissez-faire system with littie government intervention,6" aithougli zost participants did

not agree that the best road to economic recoveiy and long-term. stability in Lebanon

was via an "unbridled" classical liberal system. Recounting Uic regioiial and social

inequities which destabilized the situation before 1975, and noting the massive physical,

social, and human problems wrought by Uic war, many participants argued that Lebanon's

recovery will require a certain anlount of "social engineering" by Uic state, particularly in

the beginning phase of reconstruction. A majority of pripat eomndhowever,

that a mixcd econozny should be the eventual goal of the state.

Sbaitl, while favouring a laissez-faire econoii system, argued that Lebanon's weak

govrnentan lak f conmi plnnngresulted ina diog zd an~dineficet

buraucacytht poduedpolicies devold of social objectives and c0I3trQ1s. gen tl3at

reforni of public instiuin is an uret priority, Makdisi neyerhls $5 utioned that

rfrwill require Uic political will and blt to initiate essential changes. Ini addition,

lon-ternrefrmand moenztou of the public sector will b achieved only through

Uic "rehahilitation" of human resources, by instituting rotraining programmes and4 placing



highly qualifled personnel in senior administrative posts.'5 Makdisi gave high priority to
the government's development of educational, vocational, and technical institutions, a
viewpoint echoed by other participants.

Those who agreed on the need for greater state intervention in order to ensure
Lebanon's overail stability emphasized the need for policy coordination and the
rationalization of public expenditure: "Authorities must plan how to mobilize financial
revenues from both internal and external sources, acknowledge the limits for total
expenditures, and decide on the distribution of those expenditures."

Participants statad that fiscal policy must play a revitalized role in extracting
traditional sources of revenue and in tapping potential new sources, for example, capital
gains. Two participants raised the need for direct taxation, especially on the wealthy, while
another suggested a 10 to 15 percent personal income tax for all L.ebanese, provided it
is collected effectively.

Pointing out that Lebanon will not likely regain its prewar role of regional "service
centre," Sbaiti stressed that the country will need to develop its internal resources.
Makdisi reminded participants of the vital role played by the private sector in averting
complete economic collapse during the war. He emphasized the need for governmental
" support and encouragement of private-sector enterprise within the framework of planned
national economic and social objectives," with the implication that should a conflict arise
between public and private--sector interests, the public sector must prevail. Institutional
development within the private sector is also essential as many busînesses bave not keDt



year term. Although one participant considered the burden of delit too small to preoccupy

the agenda, others were worried that it would continue to grow. Saidi argued that the

trade deficit would be veiy large during the reconstruction period, and that tie debt-to-

GDP ratio would be in excess of 80 to 85 percent. It was suggested that as much of the

debt as possible be consolidated.

Saidi advocated a four-pillar strategy for reconstruction stressing that ail four pillars

should be pursued concurrently. Ibis "new national plan" includes political reform and

democratization, social and regional policies, an international protocol tbat recegnizes

Lebanon's independence and provides a loan package, and econeniic reconstruction. He

aise dcscribcd the nionetary and banking policies that would be required.

Saidi emphasized the necessity of re ducing Lebanon's 25-percent interest rae as

quickly as possible ini erder ta reduce the burden on iiiterest payments of the public debt

and pressure on the pound. Ibis strategy would attack the problem of doilarization and

would prevent the short-term speculative investment that high interest rates can lead to.

Hie cautioned against a radical appreciatien of the pouiul because his researchi indicated

that tbis would lead te a dedine i Lebanese competitiveness.

Saidi frhrrcmed barÀklng reforms to inicrease capital requirets merge

smle igh-risk bakand suerise the baing sector. He also sgeted thtth im

of the Central Bakshould be price and exhne-rate stability te Içeep ifaiin chec~k,

adigthat theCnrlBnliol anan t eede rather ta eoiga

recnstuctonand deve pet bank. Instpa4, lie proposed the creatipn of a separate

development bank called the Lebanon Fund. Hes also argucd tbat excessive deenece

on gcold reserves was dangerous; these could be gradually converted into an international

bon potfoiothrougli a new agency.



Infr-astructure

Lebanon's physical and social infrastructure urgently needs reconstruction and

development. Sbaiti reported on some of the sectors in urgent need of attention (listed

i order of funds to be allotted) including housing, electric power, water and irrigation,

health, waste management, transportation, telecomniunications, and industry.66

Houslng - It is estimated-that some 100,000 to 150,000 housing units (about 50,000 of

which were i Beirut) were completely destroyed or rendered uninhabitable between 1975
and 1987. Sbaiti's statistics indicated an additional 20,000 units destroyed during the

fighting in 1989 and 1990. T'here is an urgent need for housing flot only for the existing

population, but also to welcome returning Lebanese. Several agencies were created during

the war years to channel funds to the public for housing needs, but Sbaiti contended that

they did flot function well, partly because of a lack of funding.

Sbaiti suggested that Lebanese governument policy should be to increase the housing

stock as quickly as possible, generate a market that will offer a broad array of affordable

housing units, and ensure that development occurs ini a manner that respects both the

environment and the cultural traditions of the people. As much as possible, the policy
should rcly on the private sector, government intervention limited to ensuring adequate

financing, land, services, and utilities.



Transportation - There is a great need for the rehabilitation of roads, ports, railroads,

airports, and other transportation links. Although flot directly damaged from the war,

existing roads are badly in need of maintenance. Ports suffered damage to warehouses,

equipment, and telephone and power lines. There lias been no niew railroad construction

since Lebanon's independence. At the airport, $12 million of equipnient was destroyed

and urgently needs replacing. Shaiti proposed the creation of a Ministry of Transport (at

the moment no specialized ministry for transportation exists) and lie further reconimeuded

that tic Ministry of Public Works and Transport be reorganized and training programmes

ftnplemented.

Water Supply -_ Aithougli Lebanon has an abundance of water resourçes, these are not

fully utillzed, and the maintenance and development of water supply systeims and

irrigation projects have been hampered by sixteen years of war. Sbaiti proposed that a

National Water Authority be created in order to fix tariffs and finance the execution of

varions projects.

Partcipntsagreed that efforts to conserve water resources were cru~cial; one

person sgetdthat a Ministry of Water Resources could coordinate the seventy-three

odd water offices across thecoutr, a project where Canada could possibly assist.

Anoherpariciantemhaszedtheimprtaceof repining control of wtr resqurces

i South Lebanon.

Eletrciy - Since 1989, the supply of 'lcrcty has been soaic and sprebecause



Waste Management -- This is another area that has suffered neglect during the war years.

The sewer system is badly niaintained, and basic sanitation requirements, are flot being

met. Participants expressed concern about the volume of garbage that piled up, on the

streets of Beirut, and the possibility of the spread of disease.

Iudustry - The industrîal sector has been showing growth since the 1950s, although this

was interrupted by decline and stagnation during periods of warfare. Sbaiti's figures

indicated that the fighting of 1975-76 caused the industry some $165 to, $230 million ini

direct losses, and between $325 and $725 million in indirect losses. The 1982 Israeli

invasion either completely or partially destroyed niany plants in South Lebanon, Beirut

and suburbs. Severe damage aiso occurred during the period 1989 to 1990, and industrial

production in 1990 is estimated to have dedlined by 30 to 40 percent from 1989 levels.

This figure reached 80 percent in areas of warfare.

The industrial sector suffers from the import of cheap products against which local

industry cannot compete, lack of credit facilities, and banlcruptcy, leading to non.

creditworthiness. One positive note is that Uic decline in thc Lebanese pound has made

industrial exports much more competitive. Sbaiti suggested finding a mechanism that

would allow industry to tap into Uic resources of commercial banks. He also,

recommended the modernization and reconstruction as well as the creation of industries

that might exploit new opportunities, particularly in thc field of agriculture.

Agrculture - Malek Basbous proposed Lebanon's agricultural industry as one aiea of

comparative advantage that could be developed. The suggestion was based on his



production (through modern irrigation techniques, water conservation, a survey of

underground water reservoirs, the development of new nurseries to produce the most

profitable fruits, fertilization programmes, plant protection, greenhouses, and

hydroponics);6 and to market with the highest profit, possible only by integrating small

farms into cooperatives.

The violence and devastation of the war have caused major transformations in

Lebanese society. Participants discussed some of these changes and the implications for

Lebanon's future stability, as well as the effect of the war on children. The war has

spanned the formative years of an entire generation, with potential long-term

consequences for Lebanon's future.

Demographic Change

Saidi detailed the decline in Lebanon!s expected population growth during the war

years. In addition to an estimated 150,000 war casualties, this decline was a function of

a lowered national birthratem and a considerable increase in the rate of emigration. He

noted that the fall in growth rate may be permanent, or it may increase as Lebanon

stabilizes: "Reconstruction planning will need to take account of this possibility."



Labalci noted that although Lebanese emigration is a very old phenomenon, it rose

considerably after 1975.69 During the period 1975 to 1989, between 35 and 40 percent of

Lebanon's base population (approximately nine hundred thousand people) left the country.

The volume of this outflow fluctuated according to the political situation. Many who left

during the flrst two years of war returned after the situation calmed down. Following the

events of 1982, however, the rate of cinigration accelerated because of a loss of

confidence in the future, an increase i the numbers of those forcibly displaced front their

homes, the econonnc crisis (post-1984), and the violence of 1989-1990.

Labaki described the changing profile of Lebanese emigrants over the years. Trends

include a marked increase i family emigration (previously, unemployment was the main

reason for eniigration); a change from a predoniinantly Christian to an overail Lebanese

emigration;r> and a diversification of the economic and professional status of emigrants

(before 1975, most emigrants were students; now they include ail trades and professions).

Emigration after 1975 had both an economic and political impact domesticafly. In

economic terras, Lebanese emigration bas resulted i a shortage of skiiled labour (a brain
drain) 71 an exodus that has seriously affected the quality and availability of services in

both the education and health sectors. The loss of engineers has been especially

significant: i 1982, only 42 percent of American University of Beirut engineering

graduates worked i Lebanon. I political ternis, emigration lowered the number and

force of young potential challengers to the political establishment. For the educated but



unemployed, emigration represented flhc chance for social promotion. As such, it acted as

an economic "safety valve," but also helped to keep the establishmxent i power.

Labaki pointed out that Lebanese commuinities overseas often reflect the social

structure of flhc home country; that is, emigrants tend to form village, family, sectarian,

or political groupings. The ongoing wars in Lebanon have reinforced the psychological

segmentation of the diaspora. Some emigrants directed considerable financial and political

support to Lebanese militias and, as a resuit, contributed to the divisiveness of thic

Lebanese state and society.

Internai DLsplacement and Sectarian Enclaves

A particularly troubllng consequence of flic war has been flic forced internai

dispiacement of large numbers of Lebanese. Internal migration has been a long-standing

feature of Lebanese society, but before 1975, changing residence tended to be for

econoniic or social reasons. After 1975, however, many Lebanese were forccd to fiee their

homes for security reasons, often the same family moving several times to escape flie

fighting (which occurred i different regions at différent times).

Because of logistic difficulties i gathering data, statistics vary on how many

Lebanese have been forcibly displaced. One estimate placed this figure at one-third of

the entire population (approximately one million people). Labaki estimated that one

hundred thousand Lebanese have been displaced multiple times.

an interim report of a study of flhc dispL~



off socioecononiically than those who have neyer been forced to move. For example, the
displaced suffered ftom greater illiteracy and were overrepresented in blue-collar jobs;
many were forced to change occupations. I addition, one-third of these households were
categorized as '"poor," either as a resuit of dispiacement or their prior status. The return
or compensation of the displaced is a pressing question for the national authorities,
raising questions about property rights and highlighting the urgent need for adequate and
affordable housmng.

I addition to causing untold hardship at the grassroots level internai migration
severely altered Lebanon's geographie pluralism: before 1975, large areas enjoyed
communal heterogeneity; intercommunal "mixing" was especially prevalent ini urban
centres. Participants remarked, however, that much of the violence during the war was,
aimed at the forced creation of homogeneous sectarian enclaves (that is, Muslims were
compelled to fiee their homes ini so-called Christian sectors and vice versa).

Khalaf called the result of this ghettoization a "geography of fear," sharpening
communal loyalties and heightening intercommunal fears. Some participants thought that
these intercommunal barriers would diminish rapidly with the dissolution of the war
system and the opeming up of the country. For example, the severe intracommunal
fighting of recent years prompted a remigration of people to their place of origin: earlier
in the war, Christians, from the south sought refuge from the fighting by fieeing to East
Beirut; in 1989-90, when intra-Christian fighting ravagcd East Beirut, many of these
internai, refugees decided to return to their home villages, thereby enabling the different



elemental social dies of trust and loyalty have been shredded. To create a political culture

of tolerance, every Lebanese will have to change his perception of the 'otheri

el-Hoss noted that the political guif between sectarian leaders has always been

greater than intercommunal divisions at the grassroots level, and suggested that the
1remiing of the country will contribute substantially t> -the future unity of the country."

Decentralization and 'rReverse Rural Migration"

As aiready noted, one of the ills contributing to Lebanon's explosion was the

increasing centralization of its economic and social life i Beirut at the expense of

reglonal development. Ironically, one 'beneficial" aspect of internal displacement was the

redirection of population movements fromn the centre to the peripbeiy largely bcueof

the destruction of urban centres. Cmaiosof thec population distribution~ i 1975$n

1985 show the population of the Greater Beirut area dropping from 46 to 40 percent,

that of the Mount Lebanon area frein 15 to 7 percent, while thec south wtesd an

mecrease fromn 12 to 17 percent.

Charif ncted that this "reverse rural migration" resulted in the forçeê development

of reinlaesadthe revival of trdtoa.subsistence agriculture: "Regoa urban

centes eveope loal rsoucesin espnseto incrcasing local unes created by lack of

its surrudig rete i de facto decentralization of social anid econoznjç activities aind

of he ublc aminstation and services. This trend resulted in notical growth and

relative prosperity of regional urban centres that were stagnating, even dwindling before



future.... The regional revival during the war years yields fruitful tessons that can be

incorporated ini schemes to knit together the new social structure in Lebanon."

Thze Nexi Genzerati on: The Wars Effect on Children

Saidi noted that 60 percent of the current Lebanese population is under the age

of twenty-one. If Lebanon is to regain stability, the needs of this war generation must

1,e addressed.

Although relial>le data are difficuit to obtain, Amal Shamma' estimateci that twenty

to forty thousanid children below fifteen years of age were killed during the war, and at

lcast three to four times that number injured. According to some surveys, 15 to 26

percent have lost at least one family member because of death, kidnapping, or forced

diaparance. Children have also suffered irnmensely from the forced displacement of

faiisfrom thoir homes. An estimated 50 to 55 percent of familles have experienced

warinucd poverty, asn adhp for children in the areas of nutrition, medical care,

and educationY7

Studies indicate that because of the w, up to 50 percent of Lebanese children

suifer from emotional and psyciiological dmg, as well as difficulty in making moral

choies.Dirct xpoureto violence, fear for the safety adintegrity of the faü, and

nvprîpni-dene- mr chol13efomace.a asinaio wththe act of killing- and a



family unit (displaced families must be allowed to return to their homs, others must

receive immediate aid to rebuild damaged housing); combatting poverty through econonuc

self-sufficieflcy programmes for familles and regions; rehabilitating goverrnment

programmes for health and education services; addressing the special iieeds of orphaned

children, working children, and the disabled or handicapped.

Echoing Khalaf, Shamma' advocated the implementation of government and private

educational programmes to help Lebanese children and youth bridge the gaps between

communities created by fears and dispiacement. She emphasized the importance of

ollectlflg accurate data ini order to plan effective intervention and coordination

beteengovrnmnta, nn-gvermenalnational, and international agnis çoncerned

with children.

Iu the short terni, prorme already in place cas be expanded and4 available

information and resources pooled. 'he government caii work througb eiting non-

governmental orgnzains (NGOs> aud UN agencies to initiate and coodnte urgently

required services.

Selected SocWa Servkes

Eductio -le ar eveelyimpire edcaton, causing extensive physicaJ daag to

For eape biipitdotta aystudeuts from lower and mniddle Ichol left

to ointhemiltis fr eonoicreasons. Some participanits &rgued thtit was the

govorninenft resoniblity to undertake extensive reforms to the dctoasyemi

order to promote social cohesion and future stability.74



According to Sbaiti, public sehools suifer from an "alarming shortage of qualifled

teachers," a situation exacerbated by the accelerated emigration of professionals during

the war. The resuit was "an already heavily burdened education systemf with non-qualied

teachers ini the public schools [left] to cope with an influx of students runming away from.

the private schools because of financial reasons." Maan Ziadé added that most public

schools faced critical shortages in services and equipment, with most of their budget going

toward salaries.

Sbaiti cited a 1978 study identifying some of the major issues that need to be

addressed: the lack of government planning and financing, the high proportion of

unqualied teachers, inadequate classroom space and facilities, the need to upgrade and

supervise curricula, and the non-supervision of private schooling by the government.

T'here was considerable discussion about the role of private schooling. Historically,

Lebanon lias relied heavily on private-sector schooling.75 The quality of public schools is

generally considered lower than that of private schools, but because of the expense, less

affluent Lebanese attend public sehools (or more aifordable private schools). The

economic levelling effeet of the war, however, lias meant that by 1985-86 many families

switched their cldren to public schools for financial reasons. Many participants agreed

that aithougli the private schools oifered superior education, they also contributed to

social divisiveneas: most are run by confessional groups, and their curricula are thouglit

to promote the development of a "confessional mentality."7' One participant pointed out

the lack of curriculum regulation, with the result that différent schoois teacli different



along sectarian lines during the war, especiaily because of militia control of many of the

public schools.

Among other refornis, Ziadé advocated a standard curricul~um for ail schools i

Lebanon, priualy in history and civic education. Some participants disagreed on thec

preniise that standardization compromises the diversity -of ideas. Corni conimented that

education did flot need to be a vehicle for constructing a national identity, but that it

siiould foster social adherencc to, the minimal rules of ciVility within a statJ.7 Participants

agreed on flic pressing need to ensure equal educational opportunities throughout flic

country and tosrnte vocational training.

Health - Although tbere have been no reliable data on the national health status since

1965, until 1975 (and even as late as 1985) health conditions i Lebanon were considered

the best ini the Middle East. Sbaiti stressed, bowever, that this generalization masks

sigifcat regional diprties in the health status and availability of helhservices.

Moreverat leas 50 percent of the health sector is provided l'y a profitsekn private

sector. Alhuhthe Lebanese di4 create a Mvinistry of Public Health (MPlH) in' 1950, its

ability to luc i as been seriously comprornised 1,ecause of political pressres, the

predoiac of the private sector, and more recenfly l'y dislocain caused l'y the civil

war. As a result, the MPH lias been iinablc to carry out its rcgulatory, review, and

Asi hi rscos the war has caused inany quazified professonl t9 emigrate,

opraor.In adtomajor phyia dam~age lias been ipflicted on the tuedical

infrastructure.



Socioeconomic Recovery: Perspective

In summrnarizing the discussion, Kubursi pointed to econoniic prosperity as an

important ingredient of political stability. Participants agreed that the general framework

for reconstructing the country should feature a greater role for the public sector in the

planning and provision of social services and econoniic activities. Most participants

acknowledged that lack of government involvemnent contributed to the prewar regional

imbalances, and that greater government involvement is necessary for the restoration of

long-term socioeconomic stability. Lebanon should still rely on private initiative and

entrepreneurship, but the reconstruction effort requires govemnment leadership. 8

Somne participants thought that Lebanon could once again become the key provider

of services for the region. Others, were less optimistic, but conceded that Lebanon could

still develop a comparative advantage with respect to its tourist and banking industries.

Sbaiti also advised Lebanon to better exploit its internai riches, including its human

capital, agricultural po-tential, and growing industrial sector.

Tuéni and others urged Lebanon to begin now to prepare itself for peace in the

region. If the peace process ini the Middle East is irreversible, then Lebanon as well as

other Arab states must learn how to compete with Israel on an econonic front - by

malcing full use of scientists, engineers, and other highly skilled professionals. Recognizing

that any transfer of money from the United States to Lebanon will likely corne ini the



during the Gulf War bas improved Lebanese-GuJf relations, which may resuit in future

economic benefits: It is the Gulf, flot the West, where Lebanon!s economic future lies.

The Gulf is where the Lebanese can seli the most products and services, and from where

any potential Marshall Plan will be launched."

Finally, Charif recommended specific government initiatives that would facilitate

the reunification. of Lebanese society: production of mass media programmes that promote

public awareness of the whole of Lebanon; reactivation of professional. societies and

unions that will bring together members across factional and regional limes;

encouragement of interregional and cultural benevolent societies; organization of and

support for country-wide cooperative and competitive activities (for example, sports and

cultural events); and organization of inter-regional tours throughout the school system.



V RECONSTRUCTION ASSISTANCE

Saidi expressed the general view that reconstruction should balance economic

efficiency with social and political equality as well as a perceived fair distribution of

available resources. He added that the effort to rebuild Lebanon should act, as the single

Most important unifying factor for the nation. Reconstruction must be consistent with

Lebanon's role in the iddle East: policy planners should recognize that thec country's

economic fate is integrally tied to that of its neighbours. He estiniated a need for a total

investment of somewhere between $26 and $37 billion in the flrst ten years.79

Many participants emphasized thec view that reconstruction should flot necessarily

imply rebuilding a given sector to its previous, possibly inadequate status, but should seek

to alter and improve its condition. Sbaiti proposed a comprehensive reconstruction and

development programme,w estimated at a total cost of $17 to $20 billion to the public

sector. He assumed that 80 percent of the cost could be financed by external sources:

Arab and regional funding institutions, the Arab governments, industrial countries, the

World Bank, flhc European Commulnity (EC), and the Buropean Investment Bank.&'



Means of delivery

Two principal schemes were proposed for channelling aid to Lebanon. Sbaiti

suggested that the CDR be revitalized to channel externat. funds and coordinate

expenditures. His analysis assumed the restoration of political stability. 8

T'he CDR's guidelines, in Sbaiti's opinion, are still valid for current and future

projects:

e the public sector will provide the framework for economic activities, although
the rnajority of these activities will continue to originate in the private domain;

e private initiative will be encouraged and supported indirectly and directly by
government;

e high priority will be given to "meeting the basic needs of the populace, achieving
regional balance iii the reconstruction process, and improving the living and
working conditions in rural areas";

e activities are to be viewed within a long-term perspective of national
development;

e reconstruction will be based largely on externat. lans and grants, with 20 to 25
percent of funds provided by Uic Lebanese govemnment.

The CDR plan was expected to take eight years to implement and assigned a

larger-than-ever role to thc public sector. In the past, war hampered this and other

reconstruction attempts, diverting attention away from reconstruction in favour of simple

maintenance of facilities, undertaken by line ministries. Many projects begun in 1983 are

still under construction.



Some participants questioned the -track-record of the CDR. On examining

expenditures between 1977 and 1987, one participant laxnented the lack of social planning

ini the CDR's economic programme. He pointed out that very hlie money had been

devoted to social services such as health, education, and housing assistance. Other

participants wondered whether the re-invigorated CDR would be able to live up to its

potential.

Saidi proposed the creation of a Lebanon Fund, whose purpose would be to ailow

the separation of funding disbursement from those implementing and executing projects.

The fund's Board of Directors would comprise representatives of donor countries and

possibly of large commercial enterprises that are putting together loan packages for

Lebanon, as well as representatives of the Lebanese government. The fund would have

two divisions: a public wing consisting of a reconstruction agency such as the CDR, which

would finance public projects of national infrastructure or regional development; and a

private wing consisting of the National Merchant Bank (whose monies would corne from

the Lebanon Fund as well as from private banks), which would fund private or sernipublic

projects such as agriculture or low-cost housing.

Reconstruction Assistance: Roles for Industrialized Countries

Participants agreed that Lebanon should look to industrialized countries as a key

source of reconstruction funding, flot only from the governments but also from Lebanese



Mexico.m This fund would act as. collateral for the debt. As a parallel effort, the

Lebanese state could remove its gold reserves from the country and use them as

collateral for zero-coupon bonds of other governments. The gold could generate an

estimated $400 million in interest (based on cumulative interest rates). Ibis suggestion

won wide support from other participants, since such a plan would be easy to finance

and would be a sign that the international community was sincere ini its desire to assist

Lebanon.&5

Canada has enjoyed a close cultural, economic, and political relationship with

Lebanon. Since 1975, it bas provided $25 million in aid tbrough the Canadian

International Development Agency (CIDA), $18 million of which was targeted for

humanitarian assistance. Now that Lebanon is more politically stable, CIDA would like

to reorient its aid programme towards rehabilitation and reconstruction assistance, build

on existing partnerships and cooperating with Lebanese Canadians. CIDA will also

continue to work through its Industrial Cooperation Programme, which encourages

linkages between Canada's private sector and partners abroad. David Viveash cautioned

that the aid envelope bas significantly diminished and that the agency may flot be able

to assist Lebanon as much as it had hoped. Leyla Raphael noted that, because Lebanon

has been removed from the emergency funding list, it now faces much stiffer competition

for aid dollars.



It was proposed that Canada assume leadership in establishing a fund for the
development of Lebanon. The availability of matching grants fromn the Canadian provincial
or federal governinents should flot be overlooked. Georges Karani suggested that the
Canadian goverpnent present an aid plan for Lebanon to the G7 nations.

Arcand recommended that for purposes of trading, Lebanon use its close
connections with France to apply for membership to the EC. Others suggested that flic
United States, especially, could play a major role in thec restabilization and reconstruction
of Lebanon. Participants were hopeful that the United States would reclassify its
assistance monies froni "emergency relief' to "reconstruction and development."

Roles for Reglonal Governments and Funding Institutions

Participants expressed conceru that Arab Gulf states would be reluctant to
contribute, since much of what they have given in thec past was slipped into "private"
pockets86 or invested iu reconstruction projects subsequently destroyed ini the war. A
number of participants commented on the need for checks and balances to avoid future
accusations of "corruption." Two participants argued that Arab countries were using
corruption as an excuse for failing to assist Lebanon, and that these nations should assist
willingly, especially with housing needJ.8

Sbaiti's presentation on Arab and regional funding sources identified eleven
institutional funding bodies (which pattern themselves after the World Bank i processing



series of checks and balances to guard against the nisuse of funding dollars. Ini addition,

their activities are coordinated through a central committee and international bodies.

Because of internai unrest and enormous public debt, Lebanon is flot a prime

candidate for funding dollars: competition is fierce and instability is a serious

disadvantage. Makdisi agreed, pointing out that funding from international institutions,

sucli as the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund (IMF) is usually

conditional on the situation inside the requesting country.

Makdisi stressed that should stability return to Lebanon, the national authority

and funding institutions will need to establish a process to ensure effective use of monies.

He argued that reconstruction planning must be under domestic control and cannot be

imposed - it must corne from within. Funding institutions, however, should provide the

framework for flnancing, deflning the checks and balances to ensure the appropriate use

of funds.

The Ta'if Accord provided for the creation of the International Fund for the

Reconstruction of Lebanon in 1990, with $2 billion pledged by donor countries (mostly

the Arab states). Little, if any, of this money lias been transferred to Lebanon. During

the final workshop in November 1991, Shaiti announced that the Arab Fund and the

Kuwait Fund had recently concluded two boan agreements with Lebanon for $110 million.

Following up on its contribution of $100 million in 1990, the Saudi Arabian goverminent

delivercd $60 million of promised aid to the Lebanese government for reconstruction

Droiects in Beirut and for the Lebanese Army.



Roles for NGOs

Raphaei and Osseiran-Hanna highlighted the vital role of NGOs ini providing

economic and social services to the Lebanese. Before the war, Lebanese NGOs had few

tics to international organizations, -- funding was provided by benevolent donors. After the

outbreak of hostilities, however, there was a spontaneous creation of many organizations

to deal with the tremendous, nuinher and range of needs that resulted from the

destruction and devastation.

Because of the war, the govemmrent's ability to provide basic services deteriorated.

NOOs have helped to f111 this void, providing many of the urgently needed emergency,

relief, health, and social services to the affected population. While some NGOs are non-

partisan and non-confessional (that is, for ail Lebanese), others prinxarily serve particular

groups. SÛRl others function as the 'benevolent" arm of various m.ilitia orders. Osseiran-

Hanna noted however, that the majority of non-militia NGOs, even those with sectarian-

sounding naines, do flot limit their aid to a particular seet, but in principle are open to

anyone in need. I practice, however, many ended up serving a particular sectarian

community because they operated within circumscribed geographic areas that tended

toward sectarian exclusivity because of the war systein. Nevertheless, most NGOs have

attempted to go beyond the regional-sectarian limitations imposed by the war system and



Moghaizel said that the Lebanese Association for Human Rights (ALDHOM) is

developing a comprehensive programme to address this issue.

Raphael's observation that NOOs ini Lebanon are more dependent than ever on

external funding prompted one participant to point out a difficulty: "lInternational sources

of funding have beeu directed to relief efforts and flot to development. This has resulted

in the population becoming dependent on handouts rather than acquiring the skÀlls and

experience to become seif-sufficient." And participants who have been involved in NO

activities i Lebanon strersed the problems in garnering support for their worlc aznong

Qne participant emphasized the need to adopt a constructively critical approach

wheu asesn the role played by $GOs. Especially in a goverumental vacuum~, NOOs

soeies become power centres that compete botb with each other and with the

government. Ibis participant stressed that NGOs must work together to compliment the

restoration of state authorlty.

Osia-Han agreed, pointing out that coordination betwe the Leae

govenmut and the many NGOs would ke mutually beneficial. Since NGsae ardy

on the grudadhave etnieaccess to the grassroots lovel, the goenet cuduse

them to implement national programmes andi strategies for prvdn socialevie as

well as for reconstructing and 4eveloping the country: "For example, cIinics currently

operae by NGOs coutd be reatd toprovide servcsacrigt oermn oiy

theebybecmin pat o a atinalgoverumeut health planr" Mapy NGOQ are keenly

awar ofthenee fo sytemticcoordination of their activities. Sevea recent



Roles for UN Agencies

John Hendra observed that many UN Agencies have been active in the

development of Lebanon for over forty years, although the war caused a slowdown in

UN activities. With the current stabilization of the country, the UN security rating was

lowered from "general evacuation" to "precautionary status with limited restrictions." In

1990, the General Assembly passed Resolution 45/225 requesting the Secretary-General

to continue and intensify his efforts to mobilize ail possible assistance within the UN

systema to help Lebanon in its reconstruction effort.

Until May 1991, the UN's response was limnited to emergency assistance. I July

1991 however, the UN sent an Inter-Agency Needs Assessment Mission to Lebanon to

assess the reconstruction and development requirements and to malce recommendations

for effective and coordinated action of UN bodies. Hendra outlined four major roles that

the UN system can undertake to promote Lebanon's socioeconomic recovery and

development.

" continued provision of humanitarian and emergency assistance;

" assisting the government with resource mobilization; 89

* provision of financial assistance through the World Bank, the IMF, and the



* provision of technical cooperation and assistance ini coordination with the
govemnment's objèctives for development.91

The most efficient role for the UN system in Lebanon is to use its, limited

resources as 'seed money" for preinvestment activities that will attract follow-up flnancing,

to provide technical assistance ini support of key infrastructural investment priorities, and

to assist in the design and ixnplementation of critical national programmes.

Hendra identified four areas of priority for future UN agency action in Lebanon.

e support for the development of a medium to long-tenu development plan - The

United Nations Development Programme and World Bank are currently working

together to develop a macroecononiic planning framework for Lebanon's future

reconstruction and development. Ini addition to providing guidelines for sound

national economic, monetary and fiscal policies, the UN will assist ini the

establishment of a national statistical database.

e support for social and human development needs - UN agencies wiIl coordinate

their efforts to assist ini the areas of health and nutrition, building technical

capacity, and reducing poverty.

* support for management development programmes and reform of the civil

administration - UN agencies plan to assist the government, in assessing public

sector manaizemeflt needs, formulating programmes to address these needs, and
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* provision of direct tecirnical assistance -- In addition Io specific rehabilitation

assistance (for example, teleconmumications, electricity, water suppiy and sewage,

housing) UN organizations are capable of designing and ixnplementing

programmes that would promote the recovery of the private sector.

Noting the critical importance of indigenous Lebanese NGOs ini the areas of

human rehabilitation and development, Hendra suggested that UN agencies should

support NGO activities through programmes of management and institutional support

and by promoting dloser cooperation among NGOs.



VI THE LEBANON 0F THE FUTURE: CHALLENGES TO STABILITY AND PEACE

Lebanon's Domestlc Scene

Recent events have been somewhat encouraging, although participants expressed

the belief that internai peace ini Lebanon would eventually be subject to the "regional

calculus" -- that is, relations between Syria and Israel as well as the situation of the

Palestinians. Participants agreed, however, that the "breathing space" provided by the

Taïif Accord should be exploited to forge better solidarity among the Lebanese and to

begin to redress some of the domestic ills in the system: 'There is growing appreciation

in Lebanon that there will be no military solution to the conflict and that Lebanon's unity

should be preserved.... 'Me Lebanese need to grasp this opportunity to make themselves

active subjects i the making of their history."

National Unity

One participant expressed welcome surprise at the capacity of the Lebanese people

to forge their "sectarian fears" now that the flghting bas stopped: "nhe Lebanese are

commutmng from one region to the next without fear." In addition, it appears that most

militia leaders are ready to relinquish their warring ways i exchange for a piece of the

political pie. As discussed above, participants believed that the Lebanese must work

diligently to effect a true sense of national unity; a unifled, national stance will be the

key to rnininiizing the impact of foreign influence (including Syria's) and will enhance the

international credibility of Lebanese demands for international aid dollars and for the

iniplementation of Resolution 425.

Daoud Khairallah stressed that, despite appearances, Lebanese national unity is

not yet a reality: "Whatever semblance of normalcy, stability or recovery Lebanon enjoys



Strategies to enhance national allegiance can. take many forms. Participants noted

the importance of the following elements: better provision of public services to ail areas

of Lebanon, strategies for regional economic developmcnt (including decentralization),

reforms to the educational systema, reforms to family law, democratic reforms (including

electoral reform) that will enhance the rcpresentativity of Lebanon's government, holding

clections, moving towards a deconfessionalized political. system, and the full return of

Lebanese sovereignty.

Government Reactivation

An clement vital to the forging of national unity will be the effective reactivation

of government institutions and services and control of Lebanese territory. The successful

deployment of the Lebanese Army and the disarming of the nilitias, has, been an essential

step in this process.

Participants discussed the nondemocratic way ini which the Taïif Accord provided

for the reactivation of government by appointing deputies to f111 the vacant seats.

Participants conceded that, given the circunistances, this procedure may have been

warrantcd, but many wondered whether tic Lebanese lost a chance to enhance

representative democracy. One participant conteuded that thc Lebanese did flot object

to thc process of appointinents s0 much as to those who were in charge of the selection.

According to Norton, thc Lebanese rnisscd an extraordinary opportunity i not demanding



participants agreed that, short of deconfessionalizatiofl, the most positive democratic

reform woiild be to make ail of Lebanon into one constituençy. Participants wond ered

wbcther free andi fair clections were possible, fearing Syrian and possibly Israeli meddling,

even if both countries withdrew from Lebanon.

Participants stressed that a major stumbling -block to efficienxt government

reactivation has been the prevalent sectarian squabbling ainong thec urrent "troika"

leadership, who have been turning to Syria as a mediator. Participants feared that Syria

was being involveti more closely in Lebanese internai affairs than thc regioiial powers

woul like, and also notedti Uat the leadership's preoccupation with sectarian issues was

compromlslng Uic government's ability to address Lebanon's severe econiic needs.

The Ta'if Accord specifically highlights Uic need for regional development and the

clecentralization of infrastructure andi services. Charif cxprcssed dismay at Uie absence of

policies to fadilite this process: "Admninistrative centralization and corruption remind

many observers of prewar practices tliat led to Uic eruption of revoits and hostlities." A

nuudicr of patcpants thought that reconstruction efforts focussed on thusiness centre

of Biuratber than on more "publie" fQrmis of infrastructure.9 Çlting the jpositive

potntalof the regoalrvivgl hai recomnended a number 9of stratge to ensure

reinlintcgrato with equity, inlding the development of natioa transport petwprks

conectngregional urbain centres to eahother andi to Beirut, of national comuiato

netwrksandi of the ports in Tripoli ami Sidon. Hie also suggested poiigicnie

to enrerner t prate away Irom the centre, to encourage resi4ency ini regional

miban centres, and to revive Lebanon's agricultural production (for example, subsidies to

amail farmers).



National Security

Thec Palestinian military threat appears to be more or less under control; there is,

however, an urgent need for Lebanese and Palestinian leaders to develop a long-terrn

plan for Palestinian residents in Lebanon. Syria is currently the undisputed "guarantor" of

Lebanon's stability, which helps to insulate Lebanon-somewhat from regional interference

by other actors, but also poses a potential threat to true Lebanese independence and

sovereignty. Corm stressed i the flrst workshop that the arbitrator of a peace agreement

for Lebanon should flot be a party to the agreement. Ta'if and the Syrian-Lebanese treaty

appear to have positioned Syria as the arbitrator of both Lebanon's internai and external

affairs. 'Mis situation disturbed some participants more than others, although most agreed

that it would be reassuring to have greater involvement by the Tripartite Arab Committee

(especially with regard to the renegotiation of the status of Syrian troops i Lebanon), as

well as the continued attention of the international cornmunity.

Participants agreed that the Lebanese do have latitude to influence Syrian-

Lebanese relations, but this will require the forging of genuine national unity and

developing a strong Lebanese Army. Achieving both of these objectives will also give

added credence to Letbanon's cail for Israeli withdrawal from the south.

mised if the



Participants agreed that aithougli the south had been greatly underdeveloped before

the war, the considerable economic levelling since 1975 demands that the situation be

reevaluated according to these new realities. Nonetheless, southern residents face massive

socioeconomic and political difficulties. As well as the exigencies imposed by the Israeli

presence and the escalation of lsraeli bomhing sorties, the people are basically without

essential services. Màhmoud Ayoub observed that there is only one, badly inaintained

road llnkiing the whole o>f the south to Beirut: It talces hours to travel between Beirut

and Sidon although the distance is less than twenty-five miles."

'he consensus was that the Lebanese governnxent must develop a comprehensive

plan for the devclopment of the region,ý3 taking into account its iieeds floig Ilsraeli

withdrawal: "While the Lebanese state cialls for the withdrawal of troops from South

Lebanon, there are no plans for thc south after withdrawal. They have plans for the

uninhabited, downtown area of Beirut, but they don't have any plans for a post-Israeli

South LebanoLtm Such a plan should include thc study of water-resource needs, thc

reativtio ofessntil gvermen sevicsand planning for the eventual itatus and

rights of thecaetnas

Towani the Deoiiiainof Identity: The Path to the Thind Republic

Many participants considered Ta'lf an acpal ai o eao' Scn

Republic," provlding it does not become a frozen formula ani it leaves open thc

posibiityof akig cnsttutona amndmntsin Uic future. But te was gencral

decnfssinaiztion, maigonly omtccagstthsye fscarnblne.



As el-Hoss stated: "Being basically still a sectarian, hence a discrimninatory regime,

the Second Republie does flot embody the aspirations of enlightened Lebanese."

Participants discussed their vision of the Lebanon of the future, as well as their hopes for

achieving a truly democratic 'Third Republic."

Daoud Khairallah stated that the fragility of the Lebanese political system was the

root cause of Lebanon's eruption in 1975, and argued that it will continue to make

Lebanon vuinerable to outside influences. Most participants concurred that Lebanon's

fixation with its confessional communities has comproxnised the rights of the individual

and has created barriers to equal opportunity. Although participants saw nothing wrong

with confessional affiliation as a social phenomenon, they agreed that problenis arise

when confessionalism becomes politically institutionalized and exploited.

Ayoub argued that the secularization of Lebanon must not be equated with its

Westernization: 'We must recognize how religion is understood in the Middle East. The

rights of the individual should be safeguarded, but as an individual who belongs to a

group." Most participants disagreed, arguing that confessionalism has destroyed both the

communities and individuals it is supposed to protect. I addition, it excludes some

Lebanese from full participation in society. Participants generally agreed that people

should not be slotted into a communal mould, but should have a choice: "The community

should flot liniit the rights 'of the individual. If the Lebanese are to live as equals in a

society, the rule of civil law must supersede the rights of the community." 4 Expanding on

t1h4e nnint Tqlh qnd Mntghaizel stressed the need to deconfessionalize familv law



and enhances sectarian identification, as well as perceptions of inter-sect inequalities. Past

attempts to address this issue have met considerable resistance. Nonetbeless, many

participants argued in favour of the adoption of a personal status law, whicb would be

optional - that is, it could be freely chosen by Lebanese of any sect. Moghaizel noted

that such a law was drafted by the Democratic Party. Tala said: "Il n'a besoin que d'une

mise à jour."

The majority of participants advocated the need to decofessionalize Lebanon's

political system through graduai and pragmnatic reforms -- fromn equal representation to

deconfessionalization to secularisin. Soine, however, called for imnedite and rapid

deconfessionalizatù>fl, i order to "cure Lebanon of tie main cause of its traditional

poitical disease."

el-Solh noted that achieviing objective deonfessionalization, presuppose4 a political

vehicle through which to neutralize subjective confessionalization (as a pltczdiett)

lie stressed that the transformation away from a confessionally based society wil require

carefully wrought lntermediary steps. As Rizk stated: 'Thie question 1before u~s is bow to

alow for a pôlitical maýority to appear and dcvelop in a countrhy of confessional

minorities.Y

Participants concurrcd that a secular systei cannot simply birnoe on Lbnn

el-olhobervd he Arab world's lack of sucsi tbis regard, wherc eie epuig



explained: "Parties were coming to the fore, the recruitment into trade unions had

increased tremendously, the middle class was trying to express itself more freely than

other social classes as exemplified by the Lebanon Democratic Party. But the war turned

back the clock on these developments, and those forces representing communal

associations acted to forcefully reshape the conflict into purely confessional. ternis."

Agreeing that the war had greatly enhanced confessional, outlooks and polities, participants

recognized the immense challenge ahead, as well as the necessity for democratic change

to be insulated from the vested interests of communally based associations. el-Hoss

pointed out that Taïif addresses the need for deconfessionalization, providing for the

establishment of a committee to develop flie means to abolish sectarianism by phases.

Others observed that the current administration has flot yet addressed this provision and

called for its implementation.

According to el-Hoss, "Life in Lebanon is flot yet ready for political parties," but

he did outline sorte concrete processes that would help in flie transition from the

discriminatory Second Republic to a more democratic Third Republic. These include the

enactment of an election law proclaiming the whole of Lcbanon a single electoral

district,'5 the proclamation of party politics, and flic separation of cabinet membership

from parliamentary membership."6 Ini addition, thie president should be given broad, well-

defined powers for which he is accountable; the president should be elected by direct

public ballot without regard to religious affiliation; referendums should be adopted for

decisions on major issues; and political secularization of flic systemn could be enhanced

throup2h a nonsectarian election law and a well-conceived antidiscrimaination policy.



The International Community

Participants identlfied areas i which the international conimunity could play a

constructive roke ini facilitating Lebanongs stability, reconstruction, and development.

Polfticai Support

Contiiiued support for the Madrid process would be welcome. It is doubtful,

however, that lasting peace i the Middle East and i Le-banon will be achieved through

an incremnait, step-by-step approach. A more fruitful approach would be to develop,

a framework that recognizes both the iterrelatedness of the problems in the Middle East

and the need to deal with these on a linlced basis. The CSCE may be an appropriate

model to emulate.

'Me international community has a responsibility to ensure thie implementation of

UN Rcsolution 425. An interim step would be to cail for partial Israeli wtdawal i

return for a suseso of anti-security zone ibacs.Tis proposai could be strengthened

by a reinvlgorated and moeeffective UNIFIL. One participant pedd for the United

States to make a "confidence-building measure" out of ebnn: "If the US were to use

its power and influence to remove the Israelis from Lebanon, it wouId getyrestore its

credibility tl2roughout the Middle East." 97

Pariciant alo rquetedmoral and political support frLebanon's internal

situation. Some urged the international community to press for internationally supervised

elections in Lebanon, to ensure thiat they are free and fair.



Reconstruction and Development Assistance

nhe international comniunity should take an active role in the country's

reconstruction. In addition to funding speciflc projects, and providing techmical and training

assistance that will revive Lebanon's economny, international donors could help to ensure

Lebanon's equitable regional development. Charif noted that assistance could be

channelled to support the building of state-wide infrastructure and services, to target

projeets in rural areas and regional centres, especiaily in the south and to support

regionally located joint-ventures with the private sector. Participants also hoped that the

international conimunity would actively shoulder greater responsibility for Lebanon's

Palestinian population.

Lebanese Expatriates

Labaki and Saidi called for solidarity among Lebanese expatriates to facilitate

reconciliation within Lebanon, and to encourage the international comrnunity to take

united action (both political and financial) in Lebanon's favour. Their cail for solidarity

sparked a vigorous discussion. Many of those who have been active in trying to stimulate

cross-communal cooperation in the diaspora emphasized the existence of tremendous

barriers.98 Despite sucli skepticism, one participant suggested that there is a desire among

the Lebanese to contribute to the rebuilding of the country: "Perhaps what is required is

a viable organization.... If Canada were to take a leadership rote in establishing a fund

for Lebanon, I arn suie that many Lebanese would contribute." Expatriate solidarity is

also essential for mobilizing positive responses from foreign governments: "There are

many competing demands for aid money around the world. One critical requirement for

98 Labaki noted that during the. war, Lebanese expatriates often supported the. various militias,
adding to the. intractability of the. conflict. Another participant commented: Ut is not easy to bring
together the. Lebanese who are residing outside the country. Their polarizations are very strong and
have become more entrenched. There are plenty of groups that conduct fundraising for Lebanon and
many attempts have been madef to bring these groups together to coordinate their activities. But even
.im;. tm;taiA onnl hnq nrôved. to be verv difficult. Many Lebanese send money home, but this is on a



assessing the distribution of those dollars is the sense of solidarity. A unified appeal will

be ten times more powerful."

Labald offered a number of practical reconimendatioi's. In countries where there

lias been a major recent inflow of immigrants, the Lebanese communiities shol be

ecourge to engage ini public activities that reflect a commitmenit to peace, unity, and

reconstruction; techmical and financial support for reconstruction and 4evelomet should

be~ solicited;99 and programmes to assist i the vcountary repatriation of Lebanese should

A number of participants described the "responsibility of intletas in

encuraingand dirccting positive change ini the Middle East. For exampIe, tliey must

convince policy niaiers that short-termn approaches will flot lead to a lgterm. seuet

One participant warned that opinion leaders - especially Lebanese leaders -- must be

waqy of "ehitsfl andi must make a greater effort to omnctth plica

toeterto reuld rbanon." Importanlt doetic audine seil nteUie

Staes- mstbe ifre htthe basic principles of lawanjutcar eg

conravnedin the MiddleEat
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Participants realized that the old Lebanon could neyer be reconstructed. Instead,

the Lebanon of the future should strive to achieve both economic prosperity and social

justice; to become a country where democratic institutions and values are given the

highest priority.
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APPENDICES

Appendix A: Glossary

Alawite

A sect of Shi'ite Islam.

A"a ("Hope")

A Shi'ite militia founded i' 1975 as the military atmn of the political. movement Harakat

aI-Mahrumin (Movement of the Deprived) by Shi'ite leader Imam Musa Sadr. Currently

headed by Nabih Berri. Rival Sbi'ite organization is Hizballah.

Arab Deterreut Force

An inter-Arab force created i 1976 at the Riyadh and Cairo Summits to enforce the

cease-fire i Lebanon. Syria was the primary contributor.

al-Asad, Hafez

President of Syria since 1971. Seized power i 1970.

Aoun, Michel

Appointed commander of Lebanese Armed Forces (LAF) in 1984. Appointed as Interim

Prime Minister by Amine Gemayel i September 1988. Controlled the. majority Christian

army units. Rival of Salim el Hoss who also claimed position of prime minister during

this time. Backed by Iraq, h. declared a war of liberation against Syrian troops in

Lebanon. Following the. ratification of the. Ta'if Accord, and the election of President

Elias Hrawi in 1990, Aoun- was routed by Syrian and Lebanese Army troops and

eventually fled to France.

Arab League or League of Arab States

A regional organization founded i 1945. Membership currently includes 21 Arab states

and the. PLO. Lebanon was among its founding members. ii. aimns of the. League are

unel onnriinqte the nolitical. cultural. economic and social programmes of



memibers and to mediate inter-Arab disputes. In 1990, members signed an agreement on

joint defense and economic cooperation. Currently based in Cairo.

Arafat, Yasser

Chairman of the Executive of the PLO and leader of the mainstream Palestiia

movement al-Fatah.

Berri, Nabih

Leader of Anmal nullitia since 1980. Served as Minister i Lebanese governments since

1984.

Cairo Accord

Signed i November 1969, this accord aimed to coordinate Lebanese-Palestinian relations

and regulate the Palestinian armed presenoe and activity i Lebanon.

Camp David Accords

Refers to two agreements between Egypt and Israel in 1978, signed under the auspices

of the United States. 'he first was an Egyptian-Israeli peace treaty. The second was a

framework for peace i the Middle East.

Chamoun, Camille

Veteran Maronite leader and President 1952-58. Founder of National Liberal Party' and



Confessionalism

A system ini which the identity of citizen is deflnied by sectarian membership.

Document of National Understandlng

See Taïif Accord.

Druze

alosely-knit Muslim sect (off-shoot of Shi'ite Isniaili sect) residing in the regions of Mount

Lebanon, southern Syria and northern Israel. At outbreak of civil war, traditional leader

was Kamal Joumiblatt who was assassmnated in 1977. Succeeded by his son Walid.

According to the 1932 census, comprised approximately 9.7 per cent of total Lebanese.

al-Fatah

Main grouping within the PLO, led by Yasser Arafat.

Fedayecu

Ini this report, refers to Palestinian guerrillas.

Frangieh, Sulieman

President of Lebanon (1970-1976) and author of the 1976 Constitutional Document.

Leader of northern Maronites.

French Mandate (1920-1943)

Refers to Deriod of French rule ini Lebanon, legalized in 1920 by The League of Nations



Geagea, Samir

Chairman of the Executive Committee of the Lebanese Forces since 1986. Led revolt in

1985 with Elias Hobeiqa against Phalange party leadership and President Amine Gemayel

for what he saw as excessive bending to Syrian influence. Removed Hobeiqa as

Commander of the Lebanese Forces in 1985 for the former's participation in the

Tripartite Accord. Appointed as Minister of State in Omar Karame's government.

Gemayel, Amine

Youngest son of Pierre Gemayel. Elected President (1982-1988).

Gemayel, Bashir

Bldest son of Pierre Gemayel. Former commander of the Phalange militia and of the

Lebanese Forces (umbrella group). Assassinated in 1982 prior to his inauguration as

President.

Gemayel, Pierre

In 1936, founded the Phalanges Libanaises, the largest Maronite-dominated political and

paramilitary organization. Led the organization until his death in 1984. Member of

Lebanese Front.

Government of National Reconciliation

Thirty-man cabinet -- split evenly among Christians and Muslims -- announced 24

December 1990 by prime minister Omar Karamé. This cabinet, the largest in Lebanon's

historv. includes militia leaders who were appointed as ministers of state.



Hizballah (Party of God)

Umbrella grouping of pro-Iranian Shi'ite Muslim groups and militias. Emerged i 1982

after the Israeli invasion. Views former Iranian leader Ayatollah Khomeini as spiritual

leader.

Hobelqa, Elias

Former Commander of the Lebanese Forces 1985-86, overthrown by Samir Geagea in

1986. Leads splinter group of Lebanese Forces loyal to Syria.

el-Hoss, Salim

Prime Minister from 1976-1980. Minister of Labour and Education i Rashid Karamé's

government. Following Karamé's assassination in 1987, was interim Prime Minister and

President of the Council of Ministers in 1989. Resigned in 1990, succeeded by Omrna

Karamé.

Hrawi, Elias

Elected President i 1989, following the assassination of President-elect Rene Mu'awwad.

Joumblatt, Kamal

Former traditionat leader of Druze community in Lebanon. In 1949 founded the

Progressive Socialist Party (PSP) which also maintains an armed inilitia. Founded and

led the Lebanese National Movement. Assassinated ini 1977 and succeeded by son Walid.

Kamal Joumblatt. Has served



Lehanese Civil War (Two-Year War, 1975-76).

lie two main blocks were, on the one baud, leftist Lebanese National Movement <allied

with the PV)), and, on the other, the right-wing Lebanese Front.

UbaeseForces

An umlrella group of rightist, Christian militias formed-in 1976 to combat the PLO and

its leftist Lebanese allies.

Lebanese Front

Coalition of conservative Christian groups and personalities formed in 1976. Original

Commn Council included Sulieman Frangieh, Camnille Chamoun, Pierre Gemayel,

Fater asss o Orer f LbanseMonks.

A wide coalition of reformnist and left-wing political parties -- both Muslim and Christian

- esalished by Kamal Joumiblatt in 1975. Its agenda included the elimination of

conesioalsm poprtonl.parlimetary representation, and the <1evelpmnt of

Maronites
An esten Cthoic ommuity an th lagestChrstin sct n Leano. Acoringto



Shilites - 19 percent; Greek Orthodox -- 9 percent; Druze -- 7 percent). The Pact cails

for a Maronite Christian President, a Sunni Muslim Prime Minister. The distribution of

positions in the civil service and seats ini the National Assembly are also distributed along

confessional limes.

Occupied Territories

Refers to areas occupied by Israel during the 1967 Arab-Israeli war and after. Currently

includes the West Bank, Gaza Strip, and Golan Heights as well as the "Security Zone"

in South Lebanon which was occupied in 1978.

Operation ?Peace for Galilee'

Refers to 1982 Israeli invasion of Lebanon. Stated goal was to secure Israel's northern

border with Lebanon, in order to end PLO raids into Israel. This invasion, however,

went ail the way to Beirut, resulting in Israeli occupation of the capital, and the

evacuation of the PLO from Beirut. Prime Minister Menachem Begin also succeeded in

establishing a Lebanese government that was pro-Israeli.

Palestine Liberation Armny (PLA)

Regular army of the PLO (flot a guerrilla organization) technically under the command

of Yasser Arafat. Units are stationed in Syria, Jordan, Iraq and Egypt.

Phalange

Founded in 1930s as a Christian youth movement by Pierre Gemayel, and modelled after

paramilitary organizations operative in Italy at that tinie. Predomiînantly Maronite, the

Di~1ojt~.iilitin inine-d with the Lebanese Front in the late 1970s.



PLO (Palestine Liberation Organization)

Created in 1964 by the Arab League, the PLO is an umbrella organization for Palestinian

political and rnilitaxy factions. Mainstream grouping is al-Fatah under the commnand of

Yasser Arafat who is also, the Chairman of the PLO. From 1970 to 1982, was

headquartered in Beirut and constituted a virtual state-within-a-state. Following 1982

Israeli invasion, PLO headquarters moved to Tunis.

Progressive Socialist Party (PSP)

A movement for social reforma created in 1949 by Kamal Joumblatt,. and now headed by

his son, Walid. PSP once played a leading role ini the Icftlst Lebanese National

Movement, but now has a predominantly Druze following and seeks to protect Druze

communal lnterests. Tle PS? militia is Druze doniinated and allied with Sy4ia.

Sabra and Shatila

Following the 1982 Israci invasion of Lebanon, Phalangist militiamen, witb Israeli

acquiesencemare, in ecs of 1,000 Palestinian and Shi'ite residents of the Sabra

and Shatfla refugee camps located i the suburbs of Beirut.

Saliqa (Uightning)

Syinbacked Paetinian guerihl group. Menmber of PLO.

Suni lade wh wa Prme initerseveral times between 1953-1973.

Septeniber 1976 until 1982. Author



Shi'ites

The second largest Islan-dc sect (next to the Sunnis). In Lebanon, most Shi'ites belong

to the "twelver" branch of Shi'ism that prevails in Iran. The group predominates South of

Sidon, and ini the northern Bekaa Valley. At the time of the 1932 census, Shi'ite

population comprised approxiinately 20 percent of the population. More recent estimates

suggest Shi'ites are now the, largest community, at 33 percent.

eI-Solh, Riad

Sunni politician who was Prime Minister 1943 to 1945 and again from 1947-51. One of

the creators of the National Pact.

South Lebanon Army (SLA)

Israeli-controlled militia which operates in the Israel's self-declared "Security Zone" in

South Lebanon.

Sunnis

The orthodox and largest sect of Islam. The 1932 census placed Sunnis as the second

largest community in Lebanon, comprising approxiniately 23 percent of the population.

More recent estimates suggest that they are now outnumbered by the Shi'ites. The

population tends to reside mostly in urban areas (Tripoli, Sidon and Beirut).

Syrian Sociallst Nationalist Party

A political and military organization founded i 1932 by Greek Orthodox Antoine

Sa'adah. Founders called for unification of Greater Syria (i.e., Arab countries of the

Fertile Crescent). Factional in-fighting i recent years.



UN Resolution 425

Resolution passed by the Security Coundil ini 1978 which cailed upon Israel to

Inimediatcly cease its military action against Lebanese territorial integrity and withdraw

forthwith its forces from ai Lebanese territory;" and cailed for the creation of a UN

force to conflrm flic withdrawal of Israeli forces, restore international peace and security

and assist the Governmcnt of Lebanon to returu ils effective authority to the area. Israel

has neyer complied with the resolution.

UNIFIL (United Nations lnterim Force i Lebanon)

The UN force created through resolutions 425 and 426. Operations bgnin March

1978. See aise UN Ré-solution 425.

War of the Camps

Refers te flic besiegement of Palestinian refugee camps in Lebanon from May 1985

through 1987 by the Amal militia (with Syrian backing).

War of Liberation

General Aoun's battie against the Syrian forces ini Lebanon launched in March 1989.

Figtn was concentrate4 in East Beirut. Following the clection of Presideiit Suias firawi

(thrughtheTa'f poces) te Lbanse ovemen reqestd Sria asistnceto oust

General Aoun. Aoun t<xk refuge in the French Embassy,. later moving te France.,



Appendix B: Chronological Landmnarks 1970 - 1991

1970-71
Jordanian armiy defeats Palestinian armed organizations. Many Palestinian

civilians and leaders fiee to Lebanon.

1973
Fighting between the PLO and the Lebanese Army.

Fourth Arab-Israeli war.

1975-1976
A series of incidents - govemnment repression of a labour strike; rightist

attacks on Palestinians in Beirut -- trigger clashes between the Lebanese

National Movement and the Lebanese Front.

Syria sends PLA troops into Lebanon. Syrian foreign minister, Abdul Halim

Khaddam, arrives ini Beirut to try to arrange a compromise.

Frangieh announces a programme of limited reform (1976 Constitutional

Document).

Lebanese Army disintegrates.



Saudi Arabia cails for an Arab suninit (Riyadh Conference) to discuss

Lebanon; Riyadh resolutions passed at Cairo Sumniit, formally ending the

Lebanese Civil War (Two Year War).

1977
Assassination of LNM leader Kamaal Joumblatt.

Shatura Agreement between Lebanese President Sarkis, Syria and the

Palestinians revivirng the Cairo Accord of 1969.

1978
Clashes between Syrian troops and Lebanese Front.

Israel ivdsLebanon, occupying the soutiiern part of the country up to the

litani River. UN Security Council passes Resoluti<»i 425 calling upon Israel

bo withdraw from Lebanon. Israeli troops pull-bac, but create a self.declared

"SeurtyZone" ln the border, plcn the zone under the commn of

major Sa!a'dda .nd his Israelli.controIled rebel forces. W$WFIL forces take

up positions ini South Lebanon.

Syrians heavily bont the Christian sector of East ert

1979
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Israel launches a number of air raids against Palestinian positions in South

Lebanon.

1980
Syrians withdraw from Christian areas of Beirut.

Israel continues to launch raids into Lebanon.

President Sarkis develops fourteen point proposai for national reconciliation

(flot implemented).

Right-wing Phalange (Kata'ib) militia, under Bashir Gemayel, crush their

former allies, the Chamounists.

Haddad sheils UNIFIL troops.

Fighting in Zahie between Phalangists and Syrian soldiers.

Israel shoots down Syrian helicopters. Syria instails SAM missiles in Bekaa;

Israel demands their removal.

Begin wins Isrzeli elections.

engage in cross-



1982
Israel renews air strikes against Palestinian camps in Lebanon. PLO sheils

north of Israel. Israeli ambassador in London is shot.

Israel invades Lebanon, going ail the way to Beirut. Following intense

bombing of Beirut, PLO evacuates to Tunis.- U.S Marines land ini Beirut as

part of the Multi-National Force (MNF). Syrian troops evacuate Beirut as

part of the cease-fire agreement.

Bashir Gemayel is elected President. Troops of MNF withdraw from Lebanon.

Bashir Gemayel is assassinated. Phalange militia conduct massacres of

Palestinians at Sabra and Chatila refugee camps. US Marines ordered back to,

Lebanon. Inauguration of Amine Gemayel.

1983

US Embassy in Beirut bombed. US brokers May l7th Agreement between

Israel and Lebanon; US naval vessels sheil Souq ai Gharb. US barracks

bombed; MNF attacked.

1984

Shi'ites take control of West Beirut; US and MNF withdraw; Militant Islaznic



1985
Israel announces tbree-stage withdrawal from. Lebanon

Beginning of the "War of the Camps": Syrian-backed Amal militia besieges

Palestinian refugee camps.

Syrian-sponsored, Tripartite Agreement attempts to obtain political consensus

aniong main militia leaders in Lebanon.

1986

Tripartite Agreement is repudiated; Samir Geagea ousts Hobeiqa from

command of Lebanese Forces. Israeli bombardments of Palestinians refugee

camps.

Syrian troops re-enter West Beirut for the first time since 1982.

1987

Fighting between Amal and pro-Arafat factions of PLO in West Beirut;

Syrians increase niltary presence. Syria intervenes to end 'Var of the

Camps."

Assassination of Prime Minister Rashid Karamé.

Inter-Shi'ite fighting between Amal and Hizballah for control of Beirut's

southern suburbs; adciitional Syrian troops deployed.

1988



Following end of Gemayel's terin, Lebanon fails to elect a new president.

Rival governments established: General Aoun (appointed by Gemayel) i East

Beirut; Salimi el-Hoss in West Beirut (successor to Rashid Karamé).

Israeli air-strikes within 15 kilometres of Beirut.

1989

Continued fighting between the rival Shi'ite inilitias, Hizballah and Amnal.

Fighting i East Beirut between Geagea's Lebanese Forces and General

Aoun's Armny units. Aoun launches War of Liberation against Syrian armed

preseuce i Lebanon.

Arab League Summit at Casablanca, establishing a Tripartite Arab Committee

(chiefs of state of Saudi Arabia, Morocco, Algeria) to create a comprehensive

solution to end the Lebanese conflict. Following a ceasefire, Lebanese

parliamentarians assembled i Taïif to finalize the Accord.

Ta'if Accord officially adopted. The UN Security Council voiced unanimous

support.

1990

Deadlock between General Aoun (government centred ini East Beirut) and

Ta'if government of Elias Hrawi over the Ta'if Accord.
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Lebanese parliament officially adopts, Ta'if s constitutional

ainendnients. Implementation of provisions begins. General Aoun

declares the amendments nuil and void.

Hrawi goverment ousts General Aoun with Syrian military baclding.

Disarniing of militias begins.

Amal and'Hizballah sign peace treaty, brokered by Syria and. Iran

(although clashes continue through 1991).

1991

Implementation of Greater Beirut Plan continues. Lebanese Army

continues process of re-establishing control over large parts of

country. Formation of a new Cabinet (Govemnment of

Reconciliation), appointmaent of Deputies (including many niilitia

leaders) to f11 vacant seats and raise the number of deputies to 108.

Lebanon and Syria sign "Treaty of Brotherhood, Cooperation and

Coordination" establishing a formaI structure for close relations

between the two countries.

Israel steps up bombardment of Palestinian targets in South

Lebanon. Assaults are the largest since the 1982 invasion.

PLO leader Yasir Arafat reaches agreement with Lebanese

government concerning PLO armed presence. PLO fighters hand.
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Lebanese Parliament approves General Amnesty Law (for war crimes except

political murder and killings of diplomats and clergymen). Aoun leaves refuge

in French embassy, departs for France.

South Lebanon erupts ini violence as Hizballah forces strike against Israeli

targets and Israel responds with massive bombing sorties..
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Appendix C: The Ta'if Accord
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Akppendix D: Agendas of Workshops 1-1V

WORKSHOP I

WHY NO PEACE? A1TMPTfrS TO SE=TL THE CONFLICT SINCE 1975

Friday September 28, 1990

8:30 - 9:00

9:00 - 9:30

9:30 -12:00

12:00-13:15

13:15-15:45

15:45-16:00

16:00-18:30

Registration (or night before)

Weicoming Remarks

Session I : 1975-1976

Presenter Hani Faris
Discussant Charles Rizk
Chair Bernard Wood

Lunch (at Institute)

Presentation by Ron Fisher and Roger Hill

cipss Cyr Prjedt

Session II : 1976-1982

Presenter Nafhat Nasr
Discussant Ziad Hafez
Chair Ron Fisher

Break

Session Ill: 1982-TAIF

Presenter 1 Khatchig Babikian
Presenter 2 As'ad Abukhalil
Discussant Khatchig Babikian
Chair Nancy Gordon

19:00-19:30

19:30-22:00 Grey C)



Saturday, September 29, 1990

8:45- 9:00

9:00-11:45

11:45-12:15

12:15-14:00

14:00-16:30

Coffee

Session M.: TAIF

Presenter Joseph Maila
Discussant Tssam Naaman
Chair Roger Hill

Break (hotel check-out)

Lunch (at Casa Calarco Restaurant, 495 Somerset W)

Presentation by Clovis Maksoud

Lebanon and the Ara! Leqgue

Session V: Evaluation

Evaluators Georges Cormn
Raghid el-Solh

Chair John Sigler



WORKSHOP Il

WAR AND RECONSTRUCTION:
CURENT CONDITIONS AND FUTURE NEEDS

Thursday, December 13, 1990

Dinr - Radisson Hotel, La Ronde Restaurant

Dessert at Institute
Informai Disamsion of Workshop I

Friday, December 14, 1990

8:30 - 9:00 Coffe

9:00 - 11:00 Overview: Lebanon's Socio-Economic Dismemberment
Atif Kubursi: The Confessional and War Economy of Lebanon
Georges Corin:Dombnance of the Militas and the Re-esrtabliçhment

of th3e State

11:00 -11:15 Break

11:15-13:00

13:00-14:30

Reconstruction and Development of Uebanon ' Economic Sectors:
1991 and Beyond
Ahmed Shaiti

Lunch - Chaudière Room, Skyline Hotel,
hosted by Marc Perron, Assistant Deputy Minister, Africa and Middle East
Branch, Department of External Affairs and International Trade

The Economy and Reconstruction
Samnir Makdisi: 77w Lebanese Economy

- 77ie Phincpal &onomic Issues

Overiw of

18:00

19:45



Saturday, December 15, 1990

8:45- 9:00

9:00-12:.15

Coffe

Displzaewt and Emigration
Boutros Labaki : Emigration and Manpower

Break
André Beaudoin : Internal Displacement

12:.15-13:30

13:.30-14:30

14:30-16:00

16:00-16:15

16:15-17:30

Lunch - at the Institute
Malek Basbous: 77e Green Plan of Lebanon

Restoration of Peace and Orler in Lebanon
Joseph Takia

Fram Relie to Reconstruction:
Cworent Actdvii and Future Challenges for NGOs in Lebanon
Khatmeh Osseiran
Leyla Raphaël

Break

Funding Reconstnuction: Arab Sources
Ahmed Sbaiti
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WORKSHOP 111
PEACE FOR LEBANONP OBSTACLES, CHALLENGES, PROSPECTS

7 - 8 June 1991

Fridai 7 June 1991

8:30 GATHERING (Coffee, Continental Breakfast), REGISTRATION

9:15 WELCOME TO PARTICIPANTS, INTRODUCTIONS

9:45 SESSION 1: OVERVIEW 0F THE CURRENT SITUATION

Opening Comments:Hani Fanis (LePbanon and the Regional Context)
Michael Hudson (Lebanon and the Arab-Israeli
Conflict)
Georges Corm (Discussant)

12:00 LUNCH (Bt the Institute)

13:.00 SESSION Il: THE PALESTINIANS, LEBANON AND THE LEBANESE

a. The Status and Future of the Palestinians in Lebanon
Presenter Rosemary Sayigh (Lebanon)

b. Lebanon and the Palestinians: Where Next?
Presenter. Rex Brynen

SESSION III:, ISRAEL LEBANON AND THE LEBANESE

8. Israells Foreign Policy Objectives lu Lebanon
Presenter: Don Peretz

20:00 DINNER
Hosted at the Lebanese Embassy by H.E. ASSEM JABER



Satura 8-Lune 1991

8:30 GATHERING (Coffée, Continental Breakfast)

9:00 SESSION III: ISRAEL LEBANON A-» THE LEBANESE (icont'd)

b. The Lebanese State and IsrgeI

C. The Unresolved Polmso the. South

Presenter: Hassan Charif

12:00 LUNCH (ai the Institute)

13:00 SESSION Ill: SYRIA. LEBANON AND THE LEBANES-E

a. Syria's Ojcives anid Role in Lebanon
Preminer. Mahmud Faksh

b. Lebanese State Relations with Syrla

Discussant : Hisham Melhem

C. Lebajiese 'Inomi Relatin iwith Syria
Presenten- As'ad Abukhalil

19:30 DINNE R AT TECHATEAU LAURIER
Keynote Address: H.E. SALIM EL-HOSS



FROM WAR

Sunday, November 3rd:

8:30

WORKSHOP IV
TO PEACE: THE LEBANON OF THE FUTURE

November 3- 5, 1991

CLOSED SESSIONS AT THE INSTITUTE

WELCOME (Coffee Continental Breakfast)

9:00 - 10:40 FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF WORKSHOPS I - III

Conflict Resolution
War and Reconstruction
The Regional Environment

Hani Faris, Canada
Atif Kubursi, Canada
Georges Corm, France

Break

CULTURE, EDUCATION AND CITIZENSHIP

Panel:

Discussant:

12:30 - 14:15

Malan Ziadé, Canada
Samir Khala4 United States
Ghassan Tuéni, Lebanon

LUNCH (at the Institute);

Discussion Topic:
Presenters:

RELIGIOUS IDENTITY AND CITIZENSHIP
Mahmoud Ayoub, United States
Raghid el-Solh, UK

R PROMOTING HUMAN RIGHTS AND

-ebanon
International, Canada

10:40 - 11:00

11:00 - 12:30



CLOSED SESSIONS AT THE INSTITUTE

COFFEE (Continental Breakfast)

9:00 - 10:30

10:30 - 10:45

10:45 - 12:15

12:15 - 13:30

13:30 - 17:00

18:15

19:00

NATIONAL
Presenter:

SECURITY AND FOREIGN POLICY
Paul Salem, Iebanon

Break

LEBANON, ITS NEIGHBOURS AND THE ROLE OF
THE UNITED STATES
Presenter: Michael Varga, U.S. State Department
Discussant: Michael Hudson, United States

LUNCH (at the Institute)

HELPING TO RESTORE LEBANON'S ECONOMIC LIFE
A. Regional Development and Integration

Presenter: Hassan Charif, Jordan

B. Priority Action Areas for Outside Actors
Presenters: Ahmed Sbaiti, Arab Fund

Nasser Saidi, UK

OPEN SESSION AT THE CONGRESS CENTRE,
55 Colonel By Drive

Capital Hall

Registration

Welcome: Bernard Wood, CEO, CIIPS

Dinner

8:30

Monday, November 4:

19:15



Tuesday, November 5

OPEN SESSIONS AT THE CONGRESS CENTRE,
55 Colonel By Drive

Congress Hall "A"

8:30 REGISTRATION

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF WORKSHOPS 1-III

Conflict Resolution
War and Reconstruction: Atif
The Regional Environment

10:00 - 10:45

10:45 - 11:00

11:00 - 12:30

: Hani Faris, Canada
Kubursi, Canada
: Georges Corm, France

Questions and Answers

Break

INTERNATIONAL ASSISTANCE TO LEBANON

A. International and Arab Institutions, Industrial Powers
Presenter: Ahmed Sbaiti, Arab Fund

B. United Nations Bodies
Presenters: John Hendra, UNDP

Indu Chakravartty, UNARDL

THIRD REPUBLIC

9:00 - 10:45



Tuesday, November 5 (continued)

INTERNATIONAL ASSISTANCE TO LEBANON (CONTD)

A. World Lebanese Community
Presenter. Nasser Saidi, United Kingdom

B. Canadian Lebanese Community (overview)
Presenter. Georges Karam, Canada

CANADA AND LEBANON: PANELS

PANEL 1

David Viveash

Valerie MeInikoif

iv) François Farah

17:00 - 18:30

External Affairs
Canadian International Development
Agency

Canadian Council for International
Co-operation; Rehabilitation and
Reconstruction Fund

international Development Research
Centre

PANEL 2: Representatives of seiected NGOs that are active ln
Lebanon

Special Guest:

Nawaf Kabbara Movement of Handicapped and Youth
for Peace and Hunian Rights in Lebanon,

14:30-15:45

15:45 - 18:30

15:45 - 17:00



Appendix E: List of Workshop Participants/Liste des participant(e)s

NA ME/NOM ORGANIZATION/ORGANISATION CITY/ VILLE

ABUKHALIL As'ad
AQUN Sami
ARCAND Théodore
AYOUB Mahmoud
BABIKIAN Khatchig
BASBOUS Malek
BEAUDOIN André
BRYNEN Rex
CHAKRAVARTTY Indu

CHARIF Hassan
CHATILA Imad
CIOIU Doina

COLLINGS Deirdre

CORM Georges
GRÉGOIRE DE BLOIS Denis

EL-BOSS Salim
EL-SOLH Raghid
FAKSH A. Mahmud
FARAH François

FARIS Hani
FISHER Ron
GORDON Nancy

HADDAD Grégoire Mgr.
HAFEZ Ziad
HAK Joe

Colorado College
Radio Canada
Canadian Ambassador to the Holy See
Temple University
Lebanese Parliament
Natra Tech
Université de Lavai -

McGill University
United Nations Aid for
Reconstruction and Developmnent
in Lebanon
ESCWA, United Nations
American University of Beirut
Canadian Institute for
International Peace and Security
Canadian Institute for
International Peace and Security
Cabinet Georges Corm
External Affairs and International
Trade
Former Prime Minister
Centre for Lebanese Studies
University of Southern Maine
International Development
Research Centre
University of British Columbia
Carleton University
Canadian Institute for
International Peace and Secunity
Mouvement Social

Colorado Springs
Saint-Laurent
Rome
Philadelphia
Beirut
Montreal
Quebec City
Montreal
New York

Amman
Beirut
Ottawa

Ottawa

Paris
Ottawa

Beirut
Oxford
Cape Elizabeth
Ottawa

Vancouver
Ottawa
Ottawa

Beirut
Washington
Edmonton

New York

Ottawa

Washington
New York

Montreal
Beirut

Virginia
Princeton
Hamilton
Jlu El Dib

Ottawa

Paris
Beirut
Washington



CIY/VILLE

N4 ME/NOM ORGI4NIZATION/ORGANISATION

MAKSOUD Clovis
MELHEM Hisham
MOGHAIZEL Joseph

NAAMAN Issam
NASR Nafhat
NASR Salim

NORTON Richard

OSSEIRAN-HANNA Khatmeh
PERETZ Don

RAPHAEL Leyla
RIZK Charles
ROBINSON Andrew

RODRIGUEZ Marcia
SAIDI Nasser
SALEM Paul
SALIBA Najib
SAYIGH Rosemary

Arab League, United Nations
"al-Safir"
Association libanaise des droits
de l'homme
Gulf Legal Services
Depauw University
Center for Peace and Reconstruction
in Lebanon
International Peace Academy and
West Point Military Academy
Save Lebanon Inc.
State University of New York
at Binghamton
Carrefour des Cèdres

International

panyBank

New York
USA
Beirut

London
Indiana
Washington

West Point

Washington
Binghamton

Montreal
Beirut
Ottawa

Ottawa
London
Beirut
Worcester
Beirut

SBAITI Ahmed

SHAMMA' Amal
SIGLER John
TAKLA Youssef
TANSLEY Jill

TUÉNI Ghassan
VARGA Michael
VIVEASH David

WANG Eric

WOOD Bernard

ZIADÉ Ma'an

il'ui Kuwait

Beirut
Ottawa
Geneva
Ottawa

Beirut
Washington
Ottawa

Ottawa

Ottawa

Montreal

ORGANIZATIONIORGANISATIONNAMEINOM



NA ME/NOM

LIST 0F GUEST SPEAKERS

oRGANIZATION/ORGANISATION CrTYI VILLE

Honorable Mary COLLINS Ottawa

Honorable Monique LANDRY

Marc PERRON

EPP Edwin
KARAM Georges
MELNIKOFF Valérie

Ottawa

Ottawa

Associate Minister, National Defence
Minister for External Relations and
International Development,
External Affairs and International
Trade
Assistant Deputy Minister,
Africa and Middle East Branch,
External Affairs and International
Trade

ADDITIONAL PANELISTS
(November 1991)

Mennonite Central Committee
Union libanaise culturelle mondiale
Reconstruction and Rehabilitation
Fund, Canadian Council for
International Cooperation

Winnipeg
Ville St-Laurent
Ottawa
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